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. NATuRE OF THE MONOORAPH, PlJRPOsES~ HlEVIOUS WORK, 
· SPECIFIC EIEMENTS TO BE FROVEN, AND PROOEDURE 
I. GENERAL STATEMENT ON THE NA'lVRE OF THE MONOGRAPH 
Buman personality is expressed thi'ough the lil'lguietic struct-
\lres of eac~, iliiique language- system of articulated sounds. ThBsa 
• •.. I· . 
struc~s give oral and writilen tones to that which is found within 
' ' 
man•s emotive i'ramawork ~·,his basic drives tor either love and 
. ' . d . ' 
seCUl'ity or powai- and authority. There. is ~o literature when there 
is no coinplex of emotional etatesJ therefore, emotive expressions 
alwi:we exist in the wOl'ks or the noveli8t~ poetjnp.nd dramatist,. The 
' ' ' 
9111otiVe tona~(i~ ti terat~e are rewaled by the language'. elements, 
'· -
i.e. by phonamesl words, and pat~ clioie,es. For the purpose or 
" 
analp:tng various aepe~ts of ~e ~f;uage or li~ratl11'9 to reveal 
those el~ntscareying emotive tones, this writer chose D.H. 
Lawrence•s mt:tng because the drives for po'W81' seem paramount 
in his work.. Various critics, to be noted later, have pointed out 
his authoritarianism. Therefore, specif:l.o coneideratiopwae given 
to emotive tones of poww and authority in the language used in the 
short stories Qi' the English writer D.H. Lawrence for ·the purpose of 
... 
reve~. those elements of the language carrying tones ot power and 
·authori tr• 
The oritice Macy Freeman, I?redePic J •. Hoffman; Kenneth Burke; 
Aldous Huxl&f, George H.- Ford, E.D .. MacDonald, wnuam White,. E.W. 
' . 
Tedlock11 .jr-,1 • and Mabel Dodge Luhan have ~sized. Lawrence• s . c~ .. 
' " 
earn with·men) wOiten1, and money._ Men et.rive· against. men fcrl' power • 
. Men· strive tc·d<mdnate, wanen.·and .Vice' wrsao M~- are overpowered . 
. '. ' . ' 
·because o.t' ia,ck of money. · Men ·ai!f}· uns.ccepted ·by other .. men _and/or 
_women be,cause· ot financial status. Values $1'e blurred .. by variallce:•in · 
· individuals• . .financial status~ Values are·-altered. because oi' .a·domi•· . 
. ; ·nearing Ill~ ·or wanan,; And, values aometilneiii: dominate or contrl_>l men 
w'w~ .. ·:;~.~ critics• evaluations·Of te.WJ'Sllce•s revolutionary 
··· tendencies:., hie authoritarianism is equated not-~ with DIEID)- Wcmen1 
· and the concept oi'· eex; but alpo with labor; capital,. natural forces, 
' . - . - . . 
··-and. aupernatU?'al forces •.. H!)trever; veey little attention has been given 
' . 
to his language structures as Oarryingi the tones ot his emotive content• . 
CertaiJll¥ 1 Lawrence• s inorphophonological. utterances'-lllSaning.i'ul unit 
or units ot speech-reveal a con&ililtent strfe giving ·the emotive 
' ' to~s o.f authoritarianism which cr;i.tics: report to be thElre. Fqi- this 
rei:ison, thi~ witer1a purpose, TtJSS t? stlJdi' cartain aGPaCtS of language 
. that carry- eml>tive tonos•-specifi~ the emotive to~s oi' pot'91' arid' 
authority in D~H· laWl'E!nce•s sliort stories It.The, Border. Line;" "The 
• !f 
Mmro~ Path1.n ·and "The White Stocking, 11, ~ch WSJ:'e chosen by random 
' ' 
sampling from his forty-nine storie!l• The sht•rt story as a fom of 
literature,_ oral or written composition of language which turniehas 
tha grounds for. lluinan imagination in both an intellectual and 
emotional sense because illlages of man•s mental, emOtional, and 
' ·' . . ' . . , ' ' 
peysical. self· are revealed, was chosen as the particular literary . 
:-.,. ' ' '.' . ' 
fOl'lll for anal,y&ii! because of its very natiire. ;The short' et~, da• 
.. ' ' . ( •'. . . 
·3 
fined as having .a ~ss of ,9~fept, a single unifying experience, 
, . ·, •( ,,, • ' . ' ' . ,. ';' , ... l • ,.•, .. 
and a» ~t movement to the resolution, should; a~ a reeult, c6ntain 
i! j. I' ' • ' : d ' ' ' ' 
a oonaistency' '~f enioUve 'elements. Specific elements indicating 
·,: "• ' ,' • ';· ' :.._I. • • , • • ,1 ( • , • • ·, l. ' , ·~ ' • , : , , . ~.. ., ' . / 
PoWel' and ·~Uthoritq were,, therefore> mialyzeti in r,espect to the 
.·.·,'i·.'/::.·'.'·' .. - ~.· 1. ···~ .· 
emotive elements of the language in eac~ story. .Anal;vSis to determine. 
, ,<· ... , ~;-(,r• " . . . ,. , ·. . . . . . 
tha ph~nemas receiving emphasis in the passages o~g. emotive 
tones of power and ~uth~ritq and analysis of the characteristt,cs 
_., ~,_· . , " ·.• j • . . ' .' ,.. . . • • • '. 
of tha~e phonemes was made. . ~sis to determine the .basic sen-
.. . ' . , . 
' ' ,,, . 
tenoe patterns se~cted by taw:ence~ and ·the ratio of hie selections,. 
was ·made in the passages which carry emotive tones of p0wer and 
' ' ) . 
authority. .Anal;vsis was made to dE!teJ:'!lliJ!S the relationship between · 
' . , ' 
the eeieiction ~~ specific ~oti~ne and the rs~resent~tiort ~f certain 
' ','i. • 
' . ' 
tones1 such as those of power and authority, by scientific method. The 
' ' , • I . 
method chosen was 'by application of the psychological theory of Robert 
. .. ·'· . ' '" '. ' ' 
Plutchik Which involves emotions and their-. arbitr~ set intensity 
. ranges; 'i'his theory was applied to the emotion cSrrtins .linguistic 
struct~s in"D•H• Lawrence's short stories to evaluate the correlation 
' ' -
between particUiar-'emotions represented am the emotive tone of the 
. . ~-,.~;;f·'<~· ' • :. ' . ' 
passage. Inherent in. this monograph, th!m, is the aecertainlllent of 
. ' : ·. ':. 
oi>der~-structure~ of ·the language carrying Ellllotive tones of poW1\ 
arid authority;, · 
II• PURPOSES 
4 
The_ M.~ of· this monograph is to de111onstrate_ that ti>nes of 
power and authOrity can be_ found in literaey statements a.ild can be 
~~a.led 'ob3ect1:ve~. The purpo~ becQmee mo~ -·specific in that the 
~~jective disc~ey involves a, consideration of cebtain linguistic 
StructUl'ee of the sta~t~~.:.~selves. The over-all purpoae-.furthar 
. : ' 
demands_ a. demonstration that. there is s011113thinguniqueabout linguistic 
. . 
structures oarcying.tones oi'.powr and a~thority1 unique in·trui sense 
of not having. thS eame features present in passages not .carrying tones 
' . 
of pcmar and authority. 
There: is no doubt that the s~atemants made by. acme writers 
Will have ditfel'ent qualities ·present f:rpm ·those of other writers.,· 
Yet,._ there :1,s no ~ason to believe .. tllat the necea~'.~~ti~ t:o 
- the .statements 'W:~ by an EngliSbwriter,t D'•H• Lawr~ce,-~!,~s ~sis 
: . . ' . . '• . . ..... ::..:·, :·~ ," . - ' 
-· ~-done injustice. to the scientific way of.lookit\g-at language ~s·of 
,;"'.•l··· ~~ c 
. ._. _.,.,,,. rt"· 
power and authori.ty in arra- -other _Wl"iter•e_ works .as: wall. 
· The specH'i ~ i;urp111.>es oi'. tlrl.11 rnunograph :ulc~~ showing the 
asntlmile pattern variations and the phonemes or phoneme groupings:. 
which di&tinguil')h.,tha langnaga, tones oi' powsr !ind authority-. -
. . 
Because these tones of powr and aµtbOl'ity reault from words such as 
llpanic;0 0 rage1 " "demonish,," "quiver,"' and .. other unique ·attitudinal 
reactions; the need for a scientifically structured measlll'ing device 
as applied· to. theee f'.orma had to be supplied. Thie device .was found in 
Piutahik•e Emotive TheOl"Yl in applications to linguistic structures 
Cerrying certain emotive interu4tiee;, 
Se_cond.t the position concermng ~tones of power and 
. authority stated in thie m!>nograph reei)s secure~ on Showing .that 
. ·cwhile the S!iine.. sentence pattern variations and phonemaa.ahd phoneme· 
Clusters tJere_' used in passages not. carrying tones of pot4er ·and 
\• . 
·1.1.uthorit:Y:Ji there was no concentrated. usage in those pal!tlagee., Howe~~ 
. ' . 
., ,., ' 
· ·· ·concentrat+on•tC>'.~¥'engthen ·the authoritarianism. of .. co~ passages 
., ,,, . 1·-~r .. r 
. . 
III. l'REVIotJS WCRK THAT HAS BEEN 'DONE IN THE FIELD 
• • ' • 1 " •• - ' • 
- . 
There have been many :th~~~~ii.!td. articles written .atlalyzing. 
' <;:·~·~i~ . . . ,.. ~ 
various .characters and particular works of ~.a. Lawrence giving 
various.intarpretati0na. · These ~sas, intllude reference to 
Lawrence's literaey·,alluaione to mythology· and -The Bible;2 his ethnic 
' "· . -
and ~ative means oi' response o1' the. m~'or challen~s ,of his life 
lao~~t Plu~. Tha Emotions: . Facts, Theories, !!'!!! ! !!!! 
Model. (~Yorks Rand,am ltouse, 1962),. 204 PP• · . 
. · 2aeor•ge ~· Ji'ord~ ,OQ®le .Measure1, 4 ~ ~r !!!.!. Novels.!!!!! 
Stories o1' R·!!• Laff1'ence;, (N1.i\\li!Ci'k: Holt,. iffiiehart1 and Winston,. l§6!H •. 2Ii4 PP• ·, • " · · ·" . , . ' . · , · · 
and times;J his.development as a novelist. Shown by the ideas he ex• 
· praseedJ4 hie imaginative extension of ele1!16nts from Mexican ·and, 
Indian society in his writing;5 and his preoccupation with particular 
· ~iiestions and siresses~6 ijowever~ no dissertations ~ theses have 
been written concerning a str1ct~.lingu1stio ~sis of his .works. 
' ,. 
Linguistic considerations such as repetition ·o!' key wortis. wer,e cited · 
i.n F'.R. Leav.J.st !1.•!!• .Lawrence; lfoveliet, . I:.~a'vis 1 primary pU.rp::iee~ 
houever; was to point out the questions and stresses w:!. th which 
La~ence. was preoccupied.. Leavis also included discussions oi' the 
emot:tve;,ilnpaat of ·certain passages; ·however, he did not analyze the 
struotur~s that contributed to the el!!Otive tone. The position of 
\ . . . 
this ~onograph is that specii'io language .structures ca:ny specific 
E1111otive tones._. ·There lllUst be a basis for assertions of emotive 
6 
ilnpact .. in the structure of th& language,. which is the: author's i>~ 
way· of. coi:r.municating spiritual or emotional, intellectual, and ph;ysic!il 
aspects of human personality. E.W. Tedlockt in his book ~·!!• Lawrence; 
Artist ,!!!l\! Rebel,· whicll is lf!ainly concerned wit.h Lawrence's means of 
3E,W. Tadlock, Jr~ D•!!• Lawrence• .. Artist g Rebel, A Stud.y 
of Lawrance• e Fiction• (Aliiurqurque: The University of New Mexico 
Press, l.963), 242 ;pp. · 
~ -'. 
4He~;m M. ,Doleski~: .!h!. Forked Flame:. ~ 2! ~•!!• Lawrence. 
(Evanston: North~stern Un1versity Press, l965},'32o·pp:. 
>1.D. Cllµ-k. ~Night E£ the . .!!2.&: Q•!!•.Lawrence 1s PLUMED 
SERPE?lT. (Austins University of' Texas Press. 1964),: 1S7 PP'• · 
' 
l>,.a •. Le~vis;_ Q•!!• Lawrence: Novelist. (New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf I 1956},. 393 PP• 
7 
respon66· to the major challenges of his lli'o ahd times, cited 
Lawrence's "eemant.:.r. p~" in the exampl.Ei ui' the capital rls11 in 
. . . 
"Someb«iies" it'\ tht'I c!lort. story "The Border. Line.11 Derek Beckerton 
~a publieh~d ~e ar~~cle "~~e · oi' w;~. !!!· LC:,,en 7. lihic~ dis• 
cueeee. ~BY. wor~e ( jlidged by repetition) u!>Sd in that novE!l from the 
.- : .. . 
viei.-poi.nt that I.awrence has used up hie emotional terms bei'ore he 
' . 
reache.e. the genuir.s emotional "Violence and hae nothing left tor: sucli 
. ' .. '. : . . . '. ' . ' . 
sc~nes. blit 11noveletti:eh clich6s•11 B;y considering additional language· 
'' - . ' - ' . -
patterns; ·such··as sentence patterns and. phoneme patterns 'in detiPJ,,:and 
their reiationehip, Becli:erton m~ poesib4r have reached ot!l.er con:.. 
olusiona concerning passages Of emotional. violence. His c:l.tini{or . 
• 
the' .fact ~t 11ona passage is monotonoueu because five consecutive. 
sentences are·iritroducod b;y "perhaps" .is a part of bis "repetition• 
. . .. ' 
' ' 
o.f-terme" repor,t 'rather 'than a recognition of parallel transitional 
. " ' ' ' . ~ . 
" 
structure• !'' ': 
No work at the graduate levei' has been done. on Lawrence's 
short story art frozn the language Viewpoint.o . Such limited dis!luss:i.one 
' . 
' i~ . . ' ' . ' . ' . 
have centered on his .nllvels and poems;. . S.tudies of particular ·authors 
• . ~·<\ ' ' ' • ' 
otha'r than Lawr!.>nce or particular work~ ·£r001 a: language Viewpoint ·:i:n .. 
cl'\lde. 'the dissertation. entitlod :!!:!! !P?lied' L1nggistic Analysis .2.LJl!!! 
. Prose .Style.~ .9.·~• 1ewis8 which ·Sis~~ M~ ~aY. Ho~y h~s ~omple~d~ 
' . . . 
. i~rek B~ckerton. "Language oi' WOl!len !a .Love," ReView .!!!,' Engfillh 
.Literatiire,.81$6-67, April,. 1967• 
. 
6sister Maey ·ll;ney. !!0ey. "An Applied Linguistic Analysis of the 
Prose S!-Y~edof C•~· Lewi;Uri Dissertations Abstracts: ,!!!! Humanities 
.!!!!! .Socia.I." Sciences, 27: lA, ·April, 1967•· · · · . . 
6 
She .considered sentence .length, kinds of sentences, ratio of inclUded 
and' non-inoludod C:J.ausiis and other such sentknc3 eleimmts. She did 
• I, -l. 
' I •" - ' 
not relate· ·tJi.e lari~e struotiires· to emotive tone• A similar study 
is !lie~ Griffin's dissertation~· Larigu.ag~ ,2! ~r Th~s W;zatt~9 
\!n ' •.' ' .. ~" .. 7 r: .- ' • I I;,.._ 
Another aepecit of language was considered in William ICey•s dissertation 
. ' -' ; ,', ',', 
The Use of the Futur13 Tense in Leo Tolsto:v!s WAR AND HSACE •10 Agaw, 
~~-:--- -·---:--- ~- ,. ' 
tense .is· not related :to emotive tone. .search through such guides: _as 
Dissertation Abstracts; I!!! Humenities mid Social Soier.ces and 
,. ' • • '•I I • 
Dissertation 'Abstracts frOlll .;var!lious univarsitie·s· gave no indication 
' . ' :' 
that there has been a.v study of ·the emotive powr of language in any 
particul!u' author's work. There have been1 .hoWever; suoh- studies as 
Hal w. Hepler•s .!!::.! Ability .2! English-Speakers !2 Respond'!2 !!!;! 
. ' 
Struct\lral ·~- ,2! Wri tteri. Lallguage~~aeuring Instrulnentsll and 
R•S .• Brooks' The Relationship,!!! Semantic ~arlables, Auditor:r 
Discriminationlii ·and. Other Language Ski~sl2 ,.-in ~r~ch selected elements 
contributing to the. tones of language ruvs· been stuQied. ·In addition, 
' ' 
the psychological process of the association of meaning~ construed as 
: ' • • ' j ' •. 
9Alice Griffin. 11The Language of Sir ThOlllaS Wyatt," Ibid., 
26:.3.316, December, 196,5. · -
lOwnliam c. Key. "The Use of.the Filture Tense in Leo Tolstoy's 
~ .!!!2 Peaoe," ~., 261.3317, December, 196,5. · 
llHal W • Hepler. · "The Ability ~ Engli!lh Speakers To . Respond to 
the Structwal Cues o.f Written Languags.:.-Meaauring Instruments," Ibid., 
271104SA, October, 1966. ' · -
l2a.s. Brooks~ i1,0 Tha Re~tionship o.f Semantic Vari~les, Auditory 
Discriminations ancf Other ~giiage Skills," ~·• 26:.5391 July, 1966. 
'· 
1'olated to one, imothor S1ld rei'lected in the reaembµinoe oi' the tiard• 
, . Sounds is considered in books such as Walter B. Pillebuey .and Clarence 
L. , M~er' s -~: Pcychology; £! Language:i.3 and Samuel P.ei$s • Languaey 
2 l'Sfl'cholog;\::•14, • These books place ~phasis 0n 'plioneto•semantic 
., v:irian,ts0 wo~s ip.terlihl{ed With each ·ot.hei in their sotmda:aa well as 
~ir.insamngs•. TMse words are ga.thereu from e. variety· o!' so~ee~ 
Studies ~r the' paycholOgical aspects or the language ~d in ~tiqular. 
. ' - . 
' ' 'literai7wo~s is. preiren~ an area ror exploration as man·has o~. 
recent~ bcCO!!IO aware that sounds,, etruoturas. and· patternS Of the· 
.language ar& aesooiated with the revelatiop. or complex meaning. Man·baS 
discovered this :tiiterrel11tion among language, tl.iought, and emotion, which 
indicates that the 'stutt' ot J.angUage and or· psychology o.f. thougb.t go 
. . 
togethei-1 in hie recent mechanit:lng .tretid or "giant brain compu~ersi;'1 
- . ,. ' ~ : . 
" 
· ·needs or. worlcl""commJ!Ilicationa~ "Machitie ;trarisla ti011B~" fl>µ example .t" 
ot "mannish" ·to another ·language' would .lots'e: ~e derogat()ry connotation~ ': 
In addition~ literal ·word by ~ord mai::hiiie. tr1m?lations of idioms uould 
. 
· leave the retider · in ·the second. ianguage ~oinplete~ Con.fused in ce.ses 
. . . 
' ' 
such as. the English. idiom ttgo great guns;." Therefore, studies.must be 
··· made to dEitel"lllille which structures of J.anguage carry wllat. emoti iie tonas1 ''. 
.-,' 
'" 
10 
ii' .such a. consistency does eXist 1n the language,, to em>id rnieunder·· 
standing in .world. col!llllUllioations by being sure tone is included in 
translations to a second lari,,"'Uage. /-.. · 
•• '! 
}, ' 
.. 
IV• SPECIFIC EIEMEllTS TO BE PROVEN 
· ·:.The nat>.ll'e and ·purposes or thi:;i monograp.'IJ. demand tha.t certain 
s~:lfie assertione be. made and proven~ To be proven ·a.re such matters 
. ~ ·· .... ~ . . ·• ' . . . 
. · ei' ·:ttli) signii'iclU'.ce of .Lefevre' s 11entence · pa.tternsl> to the mnotive 
tone .of language;. the significance 1;1£ partiC\llar phoneme11 !l.lld phoneme '· 
combinatione to the emotive tone ·(If langUage1 mid the link betuean these. 
patterns and phonemes tmd. Plutchik's emotive iittensities for an· 
evaluation of the over-all emotive tones of particular literacy. Wol'~s .. 
Evidence that there ·ts a consistency of emotive elements must be'· 
presented. FUl'thermore, D.H~ Lam'Oncets shOl"t stories were clic:isen 
. . 
as the particular short storieaffor oonsideration beoause historical.. 
·phil,osophioal,.·sociological• and other related evaluations.of his works 
by critics indicate that his works conta:!.ri ·a pervadin1r tone of 
authoritarianism.. Potmr and authority do exist in the three (lhort · 
stories randOlllly selected for this study" "The Border Line" concerns 
the oVEirpowering supernatural appearance of Katherine's dead husband• 
who had an "aristocratic11 overbaaring manliness," as .she raturna to 
: . ; ,\ -;_ , . 
ll 
' 
"The l'l'iml'ose Path" is· about Daniel Sutton•s "death•horror" and his 
,....... ' 
ef'fom to' eioadicate the pc1Ti1erfUJ.,inf'luence of' this fear bf turning 
·'° eensualiv,. which :l.n each case proved to 'be a short-lived diversion. 
Am.t "TOO White Stook:l.ngff concerns the power~ binuenoe on Mrs. Whiston · 
· of an:_1nn8i-, and perhaps unconscious,. emot19nal desire that her quiet; 
devoted, pioudent hw:lband af;laert his male supremacy demanding M:r &Ub ... 
~· ' . . 
'!}ission ·which J:lho brings about by arousing his jealousy by shoving lWil 
. . ~ 
a succession of' valentinetf: from Sam Ad~S• .. Emotive tone is revealed 
by the ~ Structures. FOi' this reason, evidence that the speoUio ·• 
, . . 
.• • " - '; ' •f" ,\ •' ' emoti~ bearing alements ·or·:J.anguage, i.e .. sound units, patterns, and. 
arrangements, haw -~ characteristics which cariT. the tones ~t 
' . . - ' . . . - . 
Powel' and au'l;h~itY must be given. 
. . ,, ' ' :_ ,\\ - . 
V • PROCEDURE · . 
This monograph_is deve~r>:iied·t!ll'o~li five proeedural stE!ps. The 
f'h'st step involves a statement concerning the l;ElllGral nature and the 
' 'f ". . 
.purposes of' this· total :.Stu.ciT. In addition, a brief ireatment ot work 
done thrOU:gh areas of linguistics wi~ respect to literature and '!1th 
respect to emotive tones of language ·are given as well as vi&wpointe 
--
of' variolis critics in relation to philosophical, historieal, and socio• . 
logical ~s of D.H. _LalfNllce•s literary works to show whetMr the 
nature of· this st~ was in. owasition to certain positions or 
wet~.r the efforts were ~c:f!e\i _into an entire~ new research situation.· 
? 
Specific points which needed prqof and a listing of procedural stap111 
ware also incl~d in. this first procedural step. The general nature 
or the monograph:. the purpo$0s,- work previoUs~ done 1ri the field, 
specific elem11~te to be prM:Sn,, and procedural steps comptiee this 
i':trst chaptat-. . 
The second procedural ·step involves an EOOlplination or' Carl A • 
. Lefein'e's sentence patterns and a prer;elltation .or the anal;ysis or the~ 
sentence patte~ns as repi'asented in the three. short stories. examined in. 
' 
!1~ Pri:mX'ose Path.t"· and "'l'he White Stocl:inga11 by D.H. Lawrence were 
· anaJuzed, to·-·clemonstrata that these patte:l'ns meet linguistic ,.-equµ.ements 
for .ident~ emotive tones of power·-~ aµthority. 
' ' .. '.~t'.~: .. 
The tlli:rd procedural step involves a presentation :p.f the anal;ysis': · 
ot the phonemes arxl phonemic patterns in key passages ot La.wrence•s s~ 
stories• ~~ t4~.s0 "Works,, key phonemic pattarris oarey the potential of· ·· 
_· ' -'~- ·~,,' ·, -.. '.. ., . . t' 
evoking speb;if:Lo ... emotional reacitio~~'and val~s• Since ~ficul,tqr in ar 
ease-.of art~culation-arbitrat~ has a ~t 1n t'l).ei em!>ti.ve. tone of· the 
langua~, '1;,o~·:oim'son1s !!! Intr0duct1~ !2.·the Pl-onUnu1ation.2!, Englishl6 -
. . ,, .. , '-~ ' 
\ - .. ' . . 
was .USf;\i as .a ~lil.&· to aid 1n interpretation of how the Engl.,i.sh Would 
~oulate the ph~emet fw D.H ... tawrence, ·whether using a.·partio~. 
sound "pattern. conscious~ or unconsciousl¥, l?ou:J,d use the ~lish allQ<i. 
phones• Variaztt responaes e,re.producad ih·the reader lzy" variant sound 
~t!:f.ems. in the morphophone!Jl1c combinations. For example, /kl is a 
~rrui sound because in articulating /k/ the eoft plflate is raised 
. I 
and the naeal resonator shut off, resulting in the~ obstacle 
to the ail' stnam being i'omed 'b)' a cloSUl'e being made between tha 
hack of the tongue and tlw soft pa1ate. Lung ail' 18 canpressed behind 
this cloS\ll'e, during which stage the vocal cords are wide apart. In 
Lawrence's short stories, reC1llTing' phonemes _inoluda /k/, /tj/, lf/1 
/d3/1 /;Jir/1 Ill:. /g/, a;tt?.../hw/.. These phonemes form morphophonemic 
canbinati0J1S ~ as, "quiwr,0 0 je:rk1° "panic," "church,." "flesh•" 
0 chagr:l.n,.n °demonish1 11 0r~e•" "dodge," "ugl;y•" "strugd,e;11 and "whirr_.n 
This writer will offer e~delice tb3t certaizi. morphophonemic ccmbinations 
" i' • 
in Le.wrenos 1s languag~_ serve as the basis for maey words that signUy 
the emotiire tones of power and authority. Thus, tha i'irst part of 
_Chapter Two will contain the stuey of sentence patterns as carcyirig 
tones of-power. and· authority; the second part of Chapter 'l\io will contain 
" 
the stui:JY of phonemes and phoneme patterns as caJ"l'ying tones of powe%' 
and authority. 
. .. 
The· i'ollrth proeadlll"al step, comprising Chapter Three, involves" 
an explanation l!Jf tha basic Pl'inoiples of Robert ·Pl.utohik'11, Theoey of 
. -
Emotions, followed 'b)' application of the theoey to key passages carrying 
tones of power and authority as was found in the study of the three sh~ 
stories. This section focuses attention on the relationship between 
man•s drive· for power and authoritq and emotive states related to this drive. 
The i'ii'th procedural step comprises Chapter Four. Correlations 
which ware made between the material found in Chapter .'1\(0 am ChaptEr Three to 
14 
shoi.t the, relationship bett11een sentence pattern choice, phonoroe choice, 
' . 
'and Eilllotive ·intensity in passages carrying. tones. of power and authar~ty 
are· reported. This chapter alao contains a .. ~clusion as to ~ 
·implications of these findings concerning sentence. patteme, .sound 
... l ' . 
· patt.erns1 and ,:PJ.utchik El!llOtive intensities in identifying .the struct• 
. ure.s :~h indicate emotive tones or power and authoritq in ;each oi' 
. ' the three' short storiee cbneidered in this' m0nograph atµey,; 
. \ 
' .·. 
CHAPTER II 
' IDEHTIFICATION OF STRUCTURES CARRYING EMOTIVE TO$S 
OF P!X<1ER AND AUTHCRITY IH LAWREHCE' S SHORT STCRIES 
I. BASIC SENTENCE PATTERNS1 IDENTIF:J:CATION AND ANALYSIS 
,Three selected short stories of D.H. Lawrence were ~ed with 
respect to Lefevre•s four basic sentence patterns.17 These patterns 
represent variations in the oombi,nation·of elements to fill basic 
positions in the sentence: noun function, verb function, .(noun, ·adjective, 
or nothing function) and the f~ position adverb function which is 
optional. Therefore, an adverb function element coiµ.d till the i'inal 
position in Bl13' of the patterns that will· be presented. Basic sentence 
Pattern I includes the tlV pattern aitd its :variants, the NVAci pattern and 
the NVA pattern. N represents noun function, V represents verb function, 
~ ' ' ' Ad represents adverb function, and A represents adjective function. 
\··"" 
Basic sentence Pattern II includes the MVN pattern onlY. Basic sentence 
. ' .. 
Pattern III includes the NVtlN pattern and its variant, the NVNA pattern. 
And Pattern IV inclildes the ~vN pattern and its variants, the NLvA 
. ' 
pattern and the NLvAd pattern, where Lv stands for linking verb. ~ this 
•" .. ' . . '' 
· analysis all transformations (sentences containing additional elements .. or 
. ' ~ 
altered fOl'llle) were considered to determine which basic pattern formed 
17te,fevre., ~· .~., pp~ 84-ll5. 
16 
thfl framework of the···statement. For example, a sentence such as "The. 
game is played by Mrs. Whiston" would be a passive transformation .of 
0Mrs~.-Whiston plays the game" which corresponds to the NVN pattern. Other 
pattern alterati.<!ns include "there" and "it" ae pattern fillers in the 
.. 
wi 'anct NLvN categories. An example is 11It is cold Olitside.11:. This 
,1 . 
' ~a4rsis reve~ed. whether <ir not n.u. Lawrence uoos a predominance of 
. I ,,., . . 
t!11f1 particular pattern and whether or·not that pattern has characteristics 
'' 
·._ '- ~ ' 
strengthening the tones of power and authority. 
'·· 
The first pattern considered was the NV variation. Sample 
.. 
sent~nces fitting this pattern from "The' Border Line"· include: 
• 
N V . · N . V 
She undressed.18 (and) The friendship SndUred.19 
In cOl!lparison,. ·s~ple sentences from; "Thii ·Pt-imltose Path" include i 
N V N V 
The big man's eyes stared.20 .(and) He heeitated;.21 
.. -.-~· 
Whereas, sample .sentences .from 8 The White Stocking" include 1 
N V .N V 
She sang.22 (and) She sneered.23 
. lBn.B. Lawrence. !!!! Complete Short Stories of !!•.!!• Lawrence ,!!l 
Three Vollimee. ·(New Yor~:. Yikirig Pre;sa, 1922):, P• 591. . 
l9Ibido~·p. 5890 ?~., P• 427. 21~1al, P• 428. 
22~., -p~ 246 •. 23,!2!!!., P• 263 •. 
. ' . ., . 
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In this pattern nothing detracts from the force of the noun and the verb 
in a plire . sample!• The particular .examples presented ·all contain the 
past tense tr!Uls.formation of the. verb.. The basic sentence .11The··eyes 
stared" in the expanded pattern "The big ma.n•a eyes stared" .indicates.the 
~uen~e of pimar through t~ verb ch~ice more than thrdV:'gh the. fact of 
the ~bbre~ted.pattern although_ the.abbreviated pattern.ma;r in t1ll'n 
f~us more attention ct>n; .tile verb • 
. The IW,Ad variation of Pattern I is indicated b7 such sentences as 
.N v . Ad . . . N . v Ad . 
He turned,suddenly.24 (and) The tra'iri ~rept slo-.,:i;v.2!> 
·from "The Border Line1 11 
NV Ad N V .Ad 
She died at Christmas.26 (and) She stood nervous].i.27 
M V Ad ' N V. Ad 
2 She. smiled brien:y.28 (and) She rose mutely. 9 
· fr0111 "The White Stocking08 That the adverb has more emotive force than 
~he verb .does is :shown. For example, "at Christ.mas" adds. to the emotive 
27Ibid., P• 438• 28Ibid., P• 24!), 29Ibid,, P• 2!)8, 
force of "died" as 8 briefl¥" does to "smiled." That prepositional 
phrases sometimes fulfill tha adverb function is also shown. 
The final variation of Pattern.I, the NVA pattarn1 -was consid-
ered. Examples illustrating this pattern include 
N V A 
Kat.llel'inS now sat diJn4r1 vaguely excited.30 
•· from "The Border. Line," 
. N V A 
He stood with arms f'olded.31 
fran "The Primrose Path," and 
N· . V · · . A . , ... , . , · . 
He stood leaning against the garden fenca.32 
fl."Olfl 8 The White Stocking.11 In this pattern, .·the adjective position 
seems to be frequently filled.by participles and prepositional phrases 
' 
' ' 
careyiilg emotive tones ot power and ~~thari~ in D.H. Lawrence's 
writing, at least by the indications oi' .the ·i'~gs in the particular 
't.bree-story eJmiple · used for this paper. 
18 
Consid~raticm was given to the Pattern II· NVN form which has .no . 
' ' 
variations other than the optional fourth position adverb. Such sentences 
19 
ae the following are found: 
· N V N 
She croes~d the night-dark river.33 
in "The Borclel' Lins1° 
N V . N 
They climbed the dark staire.3h 
N V N 
He wa~hed haz'..35 
in "The Whi.te Stocldng.n As is true of the eJta111ples presented. the 
majority of D~H. Lawrence•s sentences fitting this pattern have embedded 
sentences such as "The river was night-dark" indicated by the adjective 
preceding the third position noun in the first illustrati.oil presented 
for the Nl1N pattern. Adjectives ~ch. as "night-dark" which .are difficult 
to articulate and. have an imposed juncture add to the powerfulness of 
the statements fitting this pattern. (This fact wi,ll be exl>laine~ iii 
the phonemic sur.vey and analysis section appearing later in this mono• 
. . . 
graph.) Tbe~.are the actor, the action,, and an object to carey emotional 
\ \ . 
tone11. · This pattern was found to be the pattern most frequen~ used by 
Lawrenee. Consicler¥ig that this pattern does not have the number o~ 
20 
variation1:1 that the other pattern groups do oontributes to the signifi-
cance of this fact. Pattern II is used t!µl'ty~ight percent of the ~e · 
int~ thre~~etory sample.in contras~ to the combination of three pat• 
tern variations in Pattern I resulting in on}J a twenty•ssvenpel."cent 
,; - .- .. ' . - .. ' 
. -'.· ' , - • • ) t- ' ~ ·: 
rej;>resentation ·in the three-~toey sainple. In OO!l'lparison,. Pat.~"1 'I h~ 
~.thirty· pe~ent l'E)pres~tation in passages oarrying. topefi:'' 9i: p~~r and 
. . ; 
. . ;_ '"'\. . ' ~ ; . - . . 
authoi,:ity'J ·'W!1~iieas, Pattern IJ; has a forty•three percent reprtilse,~tation• · 
.. . ~ . - . 
· "'.Only ~VO pe~nt of the s~nte~ca~:in' the three•etoey .~~~~were 
found to 6.,rfle!ipond to Pattern III which contains the pat.ta~ 'n alici 
•' - . ,·' ' ' 
its 11:atiant WruA~ ·.Sal1lples for the N'1NN pat~ri inolude 
. "' ' ' 
' ' ~ li!d·a~:ml;·~~ip; al~o a Sept~~ and a uhiVe~E'.itY f~endo36 
fr~ !'Tile :!lorder Lin!!.; u . 
~- - . 
. ·u V N . N . 
,; i;, .. ,;· Give us .. Red Seal•37. 
. •' . .... ' , 
N· ·v. N, N . 
Ha ~d hiir her c~d•38 
'. •. ; 
·: :· .. ~ - -
•, -, ·-
. .. .,, .. \' ,. .., ... ,.. . 
" . ·.,: . 
. : l 
,-, 
' 
... 
. -.. 
l . ~l ,. 
.-''· 
~m. ~The .W)lite, St091dng•" Nona of the sim~nces in. the .t.hre,r..stoey 
- .. ' . ·: ' 
sample ~re pµre lat.tern I:{:I sentences.• ·<+'~.adtlit,ional material .. found ~ 
' : • 1' ' I ·. i; ' ~ 
tfui 'first ·eXamplej the ellipsis for coirunarid ·tone in the second example1 '· 
: -. ." ' ' - ~ .. i~ ;· ·.".: .. :, ' . -.. ' . - \ '.- ' . . . . ' 
_____ .............. -.··· ' ;.. . ..~. 
36Ib:td.,: P• 589• 37Ibid•1 p;, 432/:· 3~~:1.di~ P• ,252• 
21. 
and the adjective function 11 her" indio~ting an embedded sentence in th!! 
third example are. pattern alterations. 
Consideration or the variant pattern NVNA revealed such·examples 
as 
M . V N A . ' 
Thie look or knowing in hie dark eyes made ·him interesting to women.39 
frOlll "The Border tine1n 
N V N A ~everal men jerked thalllBelves erect;.40 
in ·'·Tlw Primrot1e Path•" and 
;··, . 
N .V , , N A , , .. · ' .,.- · 
Sbr. saw his slim young man•s figure real and enduring before her.41 
. ~ ' . ' . 
from "The White Stocking•" Again a. predominance .or accumulat.ed embedded 
sentences in the majol'ity or these !\OOll'llPlaS is noted.. These examples 
" 
also indicate wey each or the embedded sentences in the three -stories 
ware not considered in the anacysis. For example, one would have "The 
·: ' 
look was knowing;" 11The look was. in. the eyes,0 0 The. eyes ware his,11 "The 
eyes wre dark'' a.s embedded sentences from· th~ first position noun 
grouping. Such a breatting down or the total l,834 sentences of the three• 
story sample would in itself be a prolonged stud,y. The ·nature .of the 
. ' 
22· 
runcti.on oi' the cC!llbination of elemantsoompos:l.ng the NN or NA following' 
the V :l.n this pattern is one which does not adapt easily to expressions · 
except those of the "call"' and "give" llieaning pattem·. 
Pattern IV, which comprised thirtq percent ot the sentences :l.n 
•., . ' \ - ' 
the tlll'ee-story sample,- and ·twenty-six. percent or those sentences in 
. . ' . 
passages carrying ·tones or poWr and authority;°' has the ?iLvN,"NLvA; and 
the NLvAd variations •. Illustrations of the NLv~i pattern i'ourid :l.n this 
(- . .. ' . . ' ' 
study include 
·N Lv · · N· 
YoiWare a poor friend,.42 
' .. 
i'rooi·"The Border Line1 11 · 
N Lv . · •N · . 
It was an old hous&.43 
from "The Primrose Pa~..!" and 
. . ' 
N Lv N 
He was t.he irreproachable.44 
!ran "The ~lhite Stocking." Again, an Slllbedded sentence, "The houi:;e was 
·:,' 
old,I! is represented by 11old0 :l.n "It was an old house." In the "There 
(or It) Lv" transformation, weak stress is given to the pattern· fillers 
'. '. 
2) 
as the: rate. or utterance is light and rapid. The heavy stress ie·· on .. 
. the .. patt.ern completer~ in this example "old house." In "There (0r It) V11 
. •. .. '' 
• f· '.. \ 
· · , '· ,~ans.forination:s•: ~ macli;wn stress often falls on the verb and a· heavy 
stress folloifs scmawere lo.1. thin the ·pattern completer•· Anoth6r interesting 
' ••• 1 • • •• ' •• • ' ' ' • . . 
D.H. Lawrence variation is shewn with "irreproachable!" By .the insertion 
. . . . . 
3 ' ' • ' • • ' ' ' • ' " 
'of the. dete~r "the,11• 11irreProach6ble" 1ost'its adjectival.~allty t.o 
become a noun in runotion. 
. '· ~ ' . . . ' l . . 
. Coneide.ration or the NLvA pattern variation yields t~ following 
examples: 
Ntv A N Lv A A N 
I am indiffererit;4S It seemed natura1;46 (and) Weary the place 
Lv 
eeemed•47 
fran "Tha Border Line," 
. N Lv ,A N Lv A. 
Everything seemed silent.48 (and) The garden was dilapidate~.49 . 
. N .. LV: A <' N .Lv A 
Slie seemed silent.;;oO (and) . She ·was imlllutable.Sl 
J15Ibid., P• 590. 
49~id.,., P• 436. 
·~-:. 
46Ibid., P• 596 •. 47Ibid,., P• 599• 
- ... ,.~ 
,1· • 
SOniid., P• 256~ ~:I.Ibid~;, P• 257. 
- , . ..,_ 
48 . 
·· !2!!!•1 P• .432. 
from "The White Stocld.ng.11 The phoneme gro~pinge and adjective choices 
(to be discUssed in detail later in this monograph) rather than the lien-
', I • • • • 
tence patterns, seem to give the effect of p<Td'er or absence of power 
in e.ach of tpes~. examples. 
'· .. · ' 
Consideration of the final variant pattern NLvAd revealed the ,. 
.. . 
sample sentences, 
Ad · N LV Ad 
At half past seven aha. was in Strasburg.;52 
frcm "Th~ ~or~ 1'inB1 11 and 
N Lv Ad 
Tli\3y 'lisre in the street.53 
fJ:'.an "The White Stocking•'! No example of .t~s variant was found in 
• "/ - ;, '•' l -· . ' • -1 
"The Primrose Path•'! The first example·ha.~:·an ~verb of t.im~· and an 
. ·, . . '" .. -·' ·., ' 
adverb of place• The mobility of aciir!=lrb .l>o'sition in a sentence is also 
' . I ' 
I ' ' .,_ I :' ~ 
illustrated,;· ·Placing an adverb at ·the .. begiiining of a sentence slows the 
, . · · , · .. , . ' , r ... ·. - · 
speed 'or the sentence leaving more tini~,f~r contemplation and destroting · 
,1 • ' ' - ' • ,-. ! ·., : - . -. ' . 
much of the einotive impact. that. would b8._"gained by. placlDg the adverb in 
' . .. : ' '·' . " ' 
• I . • • 
the final positian and speeding up the sen~~e• Again; emphasis on the 
' 
prepositional phraee functioning as an .adwrb is found•.· 
Since the four basic sentence patterns Und.erlie all kernel sen• 
t.ences in English, :they can be called t.he backbone of the language frcm 
' . ' ' . .. . 
which al1 other sentences are derived. Passi~ derivations are il• 
lustrated by such sentences as "Suddenly a thud was. heard at the .door 
down the paesage (by Whiston), 0 54 the passive trans.fomation for 
,· •;. ' . ' , 
· WvJhiston heard a thud at the door down· the .Passage," which contains the 
' ' 
' pa.at 't:enee trans.formation of ·the verb-"hear•!! . A "there" transforillation 
is- iilustratilci by such sentences as '1There. was the ~pzen, savage, thrill 
in the ·air,n55 i'or ~~ basic pattern ;,A thrlll l4as in the air.11 0Fro~en" 
and "savag~ll indicate the embedded sentences "The thrill was rrcien, 11 
and 11Tha ·_thrill was savage," each -oi' which .contain the paatl tense trans• 
'.i'omation. of the verb 0 be.n· The. analysis pl-esented in Table I· of' this 
paper indicates the'!l'Lawrence US\!ld· a high pereentage of Pattel'n II s"'n• 
tencest thirtyooSight percent ,of those in the three-stor,y analy'sis and· 
forty..;tJn-ee pel'cent of th~se in paasage_s caiieying tones of power and ' 
authority. He .did.use each of' the four_ basic patterns• In the total 
st.Cries, he used -twenty-seven-percent Pattern I sentences .. comparing with 
thirty percent representation in passages· 9arl"11I!g t~s of-power and 
authority, five percent Pattern III senten0\3s COlllparlng with one -percent, 
. · and .thirty pel'.cent Pattern IV .sentence.a comparing with. twenty•sb.t' percent. 
These conclusions hold true i'or tho thref3oo&tory.aample ~hich adequate~ 
"' 
·represent? ar cross-section cf' Lalnoence's chert stories.and are, therefore, 
. v~d in the .llmitationsoi' pattern interpreta.tion dra,un.· 
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Carei'Ul consideration was given to tbe sample saritencea for 
each of the patterns. ·Indications -that the choica of words and com:. 
bina.tions of. solUlds has some influence on whether or not the statement 
carries tonas of power and authority seam evident. Adjectives seam 
to bear much of the emotive .t'orce as do prepositional phrases fllllctioning 
as adverbs. of manner. For this reason, th13 NVN pattern' a having two 
nolUl fllllction elements gives the writer more opportllllity 'to insert 
adjectives. This fact m~ explain wh;y the particular pattern is;u,e0d 
more frequent.]¥ in Lawrence's short stories. The reason that the 
Pattern III NVN!f or NVNA_, .which has more .noun function positiqns, d~s 
not overshadow Pattern II is that the verb is "restricted to those of the 
·"cal1" or "give" groups by the· nature or the· combination· of elements 
tihich follow. Since the .basic .sentence pattern· chosen, in itself, has 
~ . -
little distinct .indication or, to~s or power .and authority in the pas-
sages, consideration ~as given to elements within these patterns, such 
as word choice,, .combination of sound·a. and function or words, to determine 
which elemente·carry tones of po~r and,authority. 
'I.t. PHONEMIC SURVEY AND ANALYSIS 
In this secoiid part of Chapter 1'-101 the emotive fores of phonemes 
will be consider.ed with particular attention to emotiv.e .overtones of 
power and authority. Phonemic fa!lturee., revealed through this st~, 
which. make iiarticular phonemes more pciweri'Ul than others, will be presented. 
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A.c. Gimeon1_ in hie consideration ot English phonames.S6 points 
out the interpretative adjustments needed on the phonological level, 
for example 1: between speakers ot two diffarent types of English. Since 
' 
be places att,Gntion on the English, in contrast to American, allophones, 
his description of phonemes was used as a guide to those allophones that 
D.H. Lawrence•. the English writer, consciou~. or unoonsciousq dealt 
with in his word choice and combiriations in his short stories. Gimson 
' ' 
also stresses that: 
the speaker is aware ot the occurencs in the 
utterance of a nU1T1ber of strong stresses or 
beats corresponding to those parts ot the ut-
terance to which he Wiahes to attach particular 
acceritiiBl., meaning and on which he exp§nds 
relativeq gi:.oeat ·articulatory. energ.':J7 
' ' ' 
', .. --
"Accentual meahing" can be associated With tones pf power and authority 
and, theref~e, can be linked with "great articulatory energ" 'or phonemes 
which are difficult to ertioulat.:e. ·Tlie demonstration of' this linkage 
between tones of power and authority iind clif'ficUlty in articulation of 
phonemes is presented in the following pages. 
First, in considering English consonants, .the place of articulation 
- f 
affects the powerfulness of' the phoneme. Consider the ireler plosivee 
' ' 
/k,g/. Thees phonemes are· £0rmed by the soft palate's b!!ing raised and 
the nasal resonator· shut orr. resulting in the primary obstacle to the 
. ( . 
air-stream -being formed by a cloSUl'.e made between the. back of the tongue , 
.; L 
and ~- s~ft pal,a,te. . Lung air ie compressed bahi.nd this closilre ,· during :· '.; .. 
wlii5lh.s~e ~·vocal cords are wide apart. for·/k/,·but ma.v vibrate for 
L - < •• ~ ' 
an -or. ,part of the compression stage for. /ri/ according' to its sitµation 
i ' ' " 
in the utterance. The lip position will be ~Q~ditioned by that Of 
' ' '' . ... . . .:: ' " . ~ : . ; 
adjacent sounds~ Consider /kl in each of' thEi following positions:' 
·~·- ·.L: .. ', • ,• • . '' ,-.,.·\-.,\.,·' ' >' : • ..... 
stomac.h, car, scum, anohc>r (wei;lk), leak,: black eat, acknowledge, and 
. l ' . ' ' 
' .. .. •'.. - . . 
buckl&. The enV!ronment of the ph~neme' ~~angt!lena the tones or power 
- . .. ' . ' ... ~.;. ,~ ., ' ' ·, . ,: ' . -. ' ' , ; '' ·:· . ' 
· by making (u.t:l.Oul.Btion more 'diff:f.cult •. - Consider lg/ in the. follci~ 
: ;,si.ti~~s:. ~oat, guese, anguish, ro~,; b~igea, do~, ~d st~g~. · .• 
\ ' i ' ,,_. I ' 
Again one can s.ee the ef_t;ect of envirOnment- on ~fficu1t;ir ~r ·~1~Uia't:l.on~ 
.: ... : ' ' ~ ' '' ~ 
_, " It.fl~ ~d3l1 -~_If/ aJ:'Ei ~ comp~.ph~s wMcb are _treated as'· · 
units, Agaili, in prod.uoti0n or .. the.se phoriain~s~:·t.h9 'sort PliiaM is raised . 
. ·- ' ,. .. ' ' . . . . 
. and the nasal .. resonator shut off. In thi's 6~s~ the obstacls. t.., the air-' 
- - ·- . . - - - . . 
,. '. 
. . ' ' -" " . " , - . . - ', .' '. ' .,. - . ' - ' . " 
stream is formed: by a closure made between the tip;, blade• and r:imB of ~, . 
• ; ~- :;'.' ' ', - -~ ._' ~ .l " .. :/. : ;~ ' ·~· • ' . ' / ...... '.' ·{_· ' ' 
tongue and.'the ~pjier alve'olu ridge and si'1e teeth •. ·At the same time! ·th!J 
. front or the tongue is raised toward .the ~ ,_ptlate in re.adiness for tliti 
~.. . . .. 
' .. ;· 
fricative release• 'The closure is released slowly with the air escaping_· 
. -~ ;' . . ' ., . ' \ . ' 
' ·over the whole, SUl'facs c£ the tongue. -·During both .s:t,t?P and 'fricative 
' . ' : ,·/, ' : .'; ; ' 
· ; stages1- the' ~ocal :cords are ~de apart for ltf / ~ mq \)e rtbi'ating fOl' 
· '· ·; tall or ~t er ·ld3(• Again length of utterance adds to the powerfulness 
, : or the. pl11:ml!lli8 .• 
Another j)horiame that is quite powerful' is the dark ·allophone of the ~ 
· lateral phOneriia·, /l/. Consider the examples: "enarl," 11bull1 ": "bulb1° 
~ .~' : :.'.·'' , . 
. 
11\JJ.cer,"· and 11usual.11 ·Production or this phoneme Sieo involve'e the 
· . soft palate being raised to· .shut orr • nae~ resonator~ the tip or 
the tongue ·being .in contact u~th the :ut>par te\:lth ridge; the .. front or 
the·.tongue·be:ing sanawhat d.epres1$d and"tha.'.backraised in,the direoti..on · 
' ' . '.. . .. 
,of .. the s()ft pal,at..ai giving' a·.'back vo;_wl (or wlarizecl) .r&sonani:a'~ · · -~ 
' . - " . . ' . 
' • ' A, ' 
• · · Another poaeri'uJ.'· phoneme is the. /hw/-, particuJ.arl¥ wlien it dis- ·· 
tinguishes from /w/ as in tha pairs "whiOll, .. WitChJ" "whetllerj weather;," 
· llffhine, wine Jn and. nw11a1es, WaJ.as.n /hw/ also ogcnrs iJi such words as 
. ' 
"white" Bnd "what" where no p~ssible oppositiOn needs·to.bl:I' set ofi~ 
": :sut 'in English . the. voiced /ml/ is .rs.ding rapidly ex~ept to show ·the 
op:Positioris to the devoiced /w/ •. -'.·.~·the inwl is ~stained, the sound 
. ". 
is lengthen~d giving a more1~r~ .impa11t. · · 
• . ! '· 
. Mo'liing to tha VoWals:.. one finds sucJi phonemes as: /i/ which ~ess 
. smau, ·weak, and 'insigni:t:ioant things 'such aeiµI np&tit.t" 11ohit.,~· mid' 
. . 
"imp;." . By contrast,. the phonBlll& /;;iir/ is ~ore powerful,; EXem~s· are. 
f~und in °old:," "toe,0 "blow," 11£oei'11 and "roait .. 11 . This p~ollE!me involves 
a·glide beginning at a central positic>n .t'ollowad by a" slight closing 
~ ' ' ' " ' 
· movement of the lowar jawo• The :lips .. have 'a tendency to round on the 
. . ", ' 
second part oi''tha articulation, thus lengthening the sound~ ·pthSr poWeii'; 
. . 
phonemes incllllia the /u/ or !li'use'' and similar words. 
. . 
Exalnples found and consiriered in the' contexts or the three . sto~es 
deJ11onetl'ate the l~ngth and force Or articlllation or th& seleot.ed phonemes 
presented above.·· The .. i'ollowing sen~nces·fran "The Border Line" present 
... 
one ~ple: 
And like a ueat ,&host, a reddi~ flu~ in its 
dar,!giess, the iln£alll\V cathedr~ breasting the 
011,2.omar, standing giJlantic1 loo~g down in 
c;W.rklless out of dar,!gleas, on the pigmy huni.anness 
or 'the city. It was built of reddish stone, · 
tha.t had a f'1u!ll in the ilight; like dar.!£ f1,e£!!.58 
. ' 
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The phoneme /i/ is observed in the weaker words "pigmy11 and 11city" which 
• ' • I 
are overshadoWed by the powerful cathedral which is described with a 
"sta~kin'gn .of /g/1 If!, '111, /k/1 and /o/ phonemes, ill o:f which.~ 
' ' . ' '. . ' 
dii'f;l.cult to articulate. Also adding to the tones of power and authority 
.... ~ : . . 
in, this passage are such combinations as "reddish nush" with the 
· re~tit:i.on'or 'the 'fl phoneme which demons1;rates the bond59 ·that unites 
word-sound with word-111ea'ning in a "looEie" proeess that is· conditioned by · 
the ·;,,eey nat~ .or 't.'lie ~ord sounds (phoneme~) ther.1selves as mere striking 
action noises with which linkage to other than literall.Y striking meaning 
' . 
is effected by the associative process or the inter-relationships between 
,.~ 
the words· rather than emphasis on the words themselves. In the case or 
' . 
"reddish nush," the two !f/•s are associated: . the 0 -ish" of 0 reddieh" 
. . 
meaning "somewhat" is associated with the powerfulness of "the eudden 
flw, .. increase, or expansion" associated with 0 rlush" through the (Ji 
phoneme. 
The i'ollow:l.ng sentence f'rom "The Primrose Path" is another example 
that was considered: 
... 
Berry, however, wae os.cupied by one oi' the men, 
a bi_K, burzy fe,!1,2!! whoee blue eyee g!ared bac!, 
and whose6red-brown moustasae brist_!ea in defiance. O 
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The phonemes, /k/1 /1/, /o/1 and /g/ are noted as oarrying tones of 
power and authority• In addition, difficulty in articulation lengthens 
· the phoneme u.tterance to make it more powerful in such combinations as 
i•red-brown" which demonstrate the truth of Oi.mson's statement: 
Tiiil :ii9aning of a word derives as much from the 
situation and context in whgch it occurs as from 
its precise phonemic shape. 1 
Another sample sentence shows emphasis on repetition of /k/ for powerful 
effect: 
Did you ever seg such a Ood-forsajs,en £reW 
creeping aboutl 2 
-
And a final example: 
Through the broken black 5ence of the orcharfi, 
lon.& ~ass £!howBd ye!l.!ii!. 3 - · 
shows emphasis on the phonemes /k/1 /o/1 /g/1 /1/, and /tf/• 
A sample passage considered from "The White Stocking," 
He £Ould g_nl:y ho,!d her against his saest that 
was !filite-hot with _!ove and be,!ief in her. 04 
6
'1.awrence. .22• ill•• P• 427. 6lGimson. ,21?• ill·• P• 266. 
62Lawrence. .21?• ·ill·• p. 428. 63Ibid., P• 436. 64Ibid., P• 259. 
contains the phonemes /o/1 /k/1 /1/1 and /tf I which contribute to the 
. . ' ' ' ' '. . 
tones of power and authority as do such combinations as "white-hot,11 
which are difficult to articulate supporting Gimson•s statemant1 
Length variation is a strong~oontributory factor 
as a feature of prominence •. ~ 
Also considered ~as the passage: 
• • • the back of his hand struck her with a 
£1'a.!!h a~roes the mouth, an~sha was q~un! b_!ao! 
b,!inded against the wall• . 
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in which case a combination of /k/, /1/, and /g/ gives the powerful er-
feet! Word~soµnd and word-meaning bonds are again present, strengthening 
the tone? of power and authority in such combinations as "black Blinded'' 
which a careless reader ~ overlook as being a printing error of "back 
blinded" which on first consideration.seemed to fit in the context. 
Certain sounds such as /k/, _lg/1 /l/, /o/, /tf 11 and /hw/ ha"Ve 
been demonstrated as being powerful in passages such as: 
Secretly somewhere inside herself she felt that 
with her 3,!!Sell-bee ,;,ova, and ~een-bee ~· she 
could. divert the whole now of history. . 
- - - -
in contrast to the emphasis on /1/ and other weaker phonemes 'in less 
forceful passages as: 
6'Gimson • .2E• ~·• P• 221. 
67Ibid., P• 591. 
66Lawrence. op. cit., P• 246. 
--
!t. ~ras a cold• w,;bntry n!ght, but she wan5!Jd to 
go out after d_!nner t.o see· the m.:!:,nister. 
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In· the three stories by LaWX'ence which were exa'llined, there· ia· a 
distinct. difference in particular phoneme emphasis in passages carrying 
tones of power and authol'ity from that;in less powerful pass~ge~. 
Phonemes whioh'are difficult to articulate~oocur in much greatel' concen• 
tration in passages cal-eying tones ot power .and authority than in those 
passages whioh·do not. This fact indicates.·that sound qualities do 
contribute to.an impl'assion of prominence or power. Length variation 
achieved by such combinations as "white-hot," "queen-bee" and "broken 
; 
' black" also contributes to .an impression of. prominence or power and 
. . ~ 
authority ·as do the word-sound and wordo0Jnea111r!g bonds in such combinations, 
as "reddish ~).ush" and "black blinded.'' 
Co."lSideration of the basic sentence patterns forming the ,frame• 
work· for each of the statements in the three short st.ories r~vealed that 
the basic sentence patterns themselves have no distinct features con• 
tributing to tones of powr and authority. Particular alterat.ions of 
these patterns, as by adding embedded sentences. aqmetimes add to tones 
or power and authority depending on c.ertain -characteristics. of the 
···elements added•· Closer study revealed that these tones ar~.:·99.rried by 
phonemic feat!ll'es r~ther than by the syntactical features of these 
: . . 
embedded sentences. l.ength variation and sound qualities aeem most important. 
6Bibid., P• 594. 
-
., .. 
TABLE I 
A· COMPARISON OF TH& USAGE OF BASIC SENTENCE PAT'IERMS 
AS Fomm IN THE THREE SHORT STCRIES OF D .H. LAWRENCE' 
· PRESENTED Ilf THIS .STUDY 
.. 
Story . Mumber of Pattern 
Sentences 
. 
"The Border Line" 539 . Pattern I. 
Pattern-II 
Pattern III 
.·Pattern IV 
"The: Primrose .Path" 523 "·Pattern I 
' 
Pattern Il 
' Pattern III 
~ .... Pat?ern IV 
"Th~· White. ·Stocking" 772 Pattern I 
Pattern II 
\' ,. 
. Pattern III 
Pattern IV 
" ... 
Tm'ALS FOR THE THREE STCRIES. OOMBU!ED 
· Patterii 
· .. 
Pattern I 
Pattern II 
Pattern III 
. Pattern IV 
' 
Total 
27% 
38% 
5% 
26% 
Total 
22% 
33% 
3% 
43% 
31% 
39%. 
10% 
25% 
27% 
38% 
5% 
30% 
Passage a 
Carrying 
Power 
• 30%. 
43% 
l% 
30% 
34 
·Passages 
Carrying 
,J1ower 
"''{, ;J.J. '..:
'38% 
0% 
31% 
29% 
39% 
3% 
29% 
30% 
53% 
0% 
17%. 
TABIE II 
A SUR\TEY OF THE KEY PHONEMES IN COOIN'ATI<rl · INDICATl~G 
?11NER Di D .H. LAWRENCE t S "THE BORDER LINE" 
Key Phone.me 
/kl of /kw/ 
/kl 
/k/ Of /ks/ 
It)/ 
!fl 
lo/ 
/o/ 
Ill 
/g/ 
/d3/ 
/hw/ 
Sample Morphemes Containing 
- the Phoneme 
question, queen 
stark, look, check, panic 
excused 
church· 
demonish, flush, assure 
cold 
'blow, know 
snarl, real 
'. 
... 
. " 
big, struggle~· swagger 
judge, ragei1 ·bridge. 
· white 
Frequency of 
· .,. Occurence 
,J6 
~!H 
1$ 
9 
18 
82 
62 
31 
2$ 
l9 
4 
TABIE III 
A SURVEY OF THE KEY PHOt'IJEMES IN COMBINATIOl: IIIDICATING 
PCY.·IER IN D.H •. LAWRENCE'S nTHE PRIMROSE PATHR 
Key PhoM!lle 
/kl of /kw/ 
/kl 
/kl of /ks/ 
ltfl 
1)1 
/o/ 
/o/ 
/t_/ 
/g/ 
Sample Morphemes Containing, . 
the Phoneme 
quick, quiet,. quiver 
jer!t1 ,kick, scarcel,y; crew 
exciting 
suoh,. chest.,. perched 
flesh, lashes~ push 
cold 
bellQW 
£11ll,..rattle, emell 
. ugJ,y1 tJ.1ang, glum, . 
vague; aggregate,. big 
edge 
whirr 
Frequency of 
Cc cure nee 
11 
91 
ll 
15 
16 
25 
21 
29 
56 
4 
5 
37 
TABLE IV 
A SURVEY OF THE KEY PHONEM&S IN ce»mINATION INDICATING 
. ' 
POWER IN D.H. LAWRENCE'S "THE WHITE STOCKING" 
Key Phoneme 
/kl Of /kw/. 
'·..-' •I I• 
/kl 
/kl of /ks/ 
. , 
·/kl oi' lsk/ 
/tf / 
_If/ 
. /o/ 
/ol 
. /l/ 
/g/ 
Sample Morphem!)s Containing· 
the Phoneme 
quavered,· quadrilles. queer 
cross, cribbage1· quick 
·exciting; excellent . 
screweidl SQJ;'ibbling 
touch, chosen · 
flash, chagl'in,, !usion, 
nush 
broooli, goadi,ng · 
thr0if1 bloW 
ciall, fUll 
glow, aggrieved, struggle, 
grilllace, nigger 
' dodged, judgment 
Whiston, whist~·whii!kers 
Frequency of 
· · Occtirence 
31 .. 
,. 
··1,6 
19 
l' 
26 
3S 
66 
3B 
27 
72 
·lB 
~. 
r 
CHAPl'ER III 
PLUTOHIK•S THEORY AND AN APPLICATION OF THAT. THEORY TO 
. ' - . ' . . . ' 
PASSAGES. _OARR!I.NP EMm'!Wi .TONES OF P(MBR AND 
AUTHORM IN THREE SHCRT .STORIES 
. - ' . - . . 
": 
OF D.H. LAWRENCE . 
I '· I<, ' ' '•_,', J 
Mov:lJ!ig tr0miheidea. otpcnie;;f~ess·ot partiouJ.ar phOnemes. 
tbia'writer next focused at.~nti0n ontM eiriotive•impact of'particular 
• ' • • .. • ,l .. ,.\ •': :~ . - - ' 
·statements~·· This emotive impact will be judged by.the ·outline of 
1· :, . ,". ' • . 
Dr• Plutohik•s emotive theory. 
. :' ' '' ~ - . 
' . ' 
:r;• PLUTCHIK•S. THECRY OF EMOTIONS 
.. . 
Dr• R~ Plutchik• a noted piiychologist 'at Hofstra University~ 
' . - . ., ,:: 
develo~ a theor,y of emotions69 as ~ result of problems f¢cndn1ffrom 
exper~~ts on em~t;on in Which he we p~~cipating. Particular problems 
' ' (: 
to be eolved.invol'ved nieaeurement of emotioru> and' a need tti·1k?Srate 
. .. . . . - •, 
. ' 
ou:t the components. oi' ~e ·complex. emotions aroused. .. · In the proceaa· of· 
daveloping his theory._. 'tli,r;i .author i)resented ill some ·detail .~:mod.el of 
' . . 
' " - - ' ' /i;.. •l .·_ ·, 
prim!¢y' emotions. · His observaticin suggests, a possible para:tlel bet.Ween 
' - ' ' ,. ' - . 
mixed emotiol'!l~miXed· colors.- Ve not.ice~; for eXai:-.ple) tluit certaiJi 
. ~ . 
69 ' Plutchik. ~· .sll•1 204 PP• 
' ' 
• 
.. 
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acceptance and rejection. To the extent of' Dr. Plutohik•e testing of' 
hie model, the theory in its present f'orm provides.some useful insights, 
integrations, end research ideas f'or the clinically-oriented psychologist 
and the laboratory experimentalist. In. addiUon, since 'emotions are 
described by.words which have e~tic historyand connectedness of their 
.. ' ~ 
own, \rario1ls techniques can possibly be applled to the analysis of' emotion 
i1ords •. 'Approaching the meanings of· words from a psyohological approach 
' ' . -~ 
~steaii of ljl grammatical approach' should reveal that as the intensity of 
the emotio,!l;.~ases• therl) is an increase in the extremilll!l. of judgments,·. 
' . 
\. ·"c·,,.r.'• .', I , ', 
. and perhaps' '!mere is an .increase in the number of' adj"°tiw paii's ·to 
. ' ' -· ' 
whi11h. extreme judgme~ts. are made. ;-
. ' 
Plutchik's theory of' the emotions attempts both en analysis and 
' ' ' i 
a' aynthe~ie af the .complex eiiiotione of ,e,ve~ life. The theori should 
be coneidere4and Jucliedin terms-of its ueef'ul,ness in expla.ining'-old 
. -,,,-
postulates for Plutchik 1s theory are as follows: 
Postulate l. There is a small number .or ~ure Of pritnary emotions. 
Postulate 2• All. other emotions are Jl!iXed; that is, they can be 
synthesized by various combinations of.primary emotions • 
. ' . 
Postulate .3.. Primary el!loti<?Ile differ: £tom ·each othl!J;' with regard to 
both ph;yeiology and behavior. '· · 
Postulate 4. Primacy emc>tione in their pure. form are lv?othetioal 
constructions or idealized states whose' properties . 
can Qnly be inferred fraro various kinds of' evidence • 
Postulate !S. Pr:ilnar;y-emotions can be conceptualized in terme 
of pairs of polar oppoeitee. 
Postulate 6. Each emotion can exist in var:.viM degrees of 
intensity or levels of aroueai.70 
40 
:since lrl,s first postulate deals with .priilla,fy ·emotions, there was 
' " 
a neE!d to give 9riteriafor the pJ.'imaioy emotions. All theories oo~sider 
research with iowar·anilllale ae relsvant to an Ull!ieretanding of emotion~ 
. ' 
There.t'or_e,, wbate"~r· ia, taken to be a primary emotion sliould be applicable, 
in eOllle ~nse.t to roller evolµtionary leiiels. A seco~d implication is 
that a decision about which.emotions are primary and which emotions are 
~. ' , . '.: - . 
derived should nqt depend only on adult introspections• Third,· although 
the emotions ma.v depend on the integrated. ~ction of certain neurE!l ~truct­
uree for ;axpreesicm, they cannot be identified solely in 'terme of neural 
' . structurs~.,1;;:~pr these structures change considerably in the course ~f 
evoluti~~ •. and the 'mo~t primitive organisms have no nervous eyetems at ail •. 
( "· .. 
· . Therefore> if em,otio~~ are 11ot identified by the action. of parti,c~ 
.. ,, . . 
body parts or neural strructures, then emotions lllust be: regognizable in 
term~ of total body reactions; that isi .. in terms of overall behaviol'. 
J>r°o Plutchik,. in,CoDf!:l.deration Of hie Concept t}lat primary emotions 
. are :reoq~zabl~ in terms of 9v_eral,l behavio*";,,.t;.q,iw,d ,ide?ltification of 
- '). . \ 
baeio-types of: adapti~ behavior applying to all animals necessary. so· that 
,· 
'general.:l.zations-.could ,be made. Dr. Plutchik used J.P. Scott.1.ei Ariimal 
70niid., PP"• 41-42. 
-
Behavior71 as a starting point. There were nine types of adaptive 
behavior listed: ingestive behavior, shelter-seeking, agnostic behavior, 
sexual behavior, care-giving behavior, care-soliciting behavior, 
eliminative behavior, allelom.imetic behavior, and investigative behavior. 
Some of these types behavior did not fit the criteria listed for basic 
emotions or basic adaptive processes. As a result, only five of the 
nine adaptive processes described by Scott tit Pl.utchik1 s criteria for 
primary emotions. Through a step by step alteration of Scott's adaptive 
behavior Plutohik arrived at eight basic behavior patternei incorporation, 
rejection, destruction, protection, reproduction, deprivation, orientation, 
and exploration. 
After clarifying and justifying the concept of eight primary 
emotion dimensions which are prototypic patterns of behavior involved in 
biological adaption at all evolutionary levels, Dr. Plutchik designed a 
structural model of the emotions. His first approximation to a structural 
mod.el of the emotions shows the eight prototypic dimensions arranged some-
what like the sections of half of an orange. The emotion terms which 
designate each emotion at maximum intensity ie on the horizontal plane 
formed when the orange was halved croes-eeotiona.1.1¥. The vertical 
dimension represents intensity, or level or arousal, and ranges fran a 
maximum state of excitement to a etate or deep sleep at the bottom. The 
ehape of the model implies that the emotions beccxne less diet.inguisha.ble 
at lover intensities. 
71J.P. Scott. Animal Behavior. (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Preas, 1958)1 281 pp. 
·To arrive at the judged intensity or emotion terms, Plutchik 
compiled a list or synonyms for each or the primary emcition dimensions. · · 
He found a greater number· or eynoeyms for negative or unpleasant emotions 
which indicates that .vs are able to ma.'<e r~er discrWnatione for 
negative emotions than ldth p,oeitive ones; ·Dr,; Plutchik gave his lists 
of synonyms to a group or thirty college students asking them to rate 
each or the emotions in terms or the degree or intensity they represent, 
using a scale or .one to eleven. His .directions indicated that one means 
' . 
·.a ·~ery, ·very .lotf intel'.sity. Six means a l9oderate level1 and eleven means 
--"(: .. _ " . . . . . . . ' 
"a very;j vary high level. The mean judged L'ltensity was then obtained for 
' i ; 
each :of these ~rms. Using these intaneity jud~ents as· a basis, one 
· can'-obtain groupll'lgs or emotion tenns representing the prbtary dimensions 
at near~ equal intensi~y levels.· 
With his model at this starting po~t,.Dr. PJ.utchik.i'oundmaey 
implications fo1lp-t1. He considered the various ways the primary emotions 
ma;y be mixed.: )le called these mixtures .or any two primary ·emotions dyads. 
. ' 
Ii two adjac~nt primary emotions are raixed, .the resulting COlllbination is 
called a primary izyaci. Mixtures of two primary emotions . which are once 
' 
removed on the circle are called secondary dyads, and mixtures which are 
twic:e removed on the cirCle are called tertiary dyads. But tha problem 
' arose as to how he ~ae tO name the' emotions 'which 1·eeulted .from "V&rious 
l!li.'ttures. To as~:l.gn a name to all of the combinations of emotions could.'_ 
prove difficult for two-reasons •. Perhaps o~ language does.not contain 
'' 
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emotion words for certain combinations, although othGr languages might.. 
Perhaps certain·combinat.ione do not occur at·an in human experience-. 
Dr• Plutchik had the choice of. two methads to name these. mixt.ures. 
First, he coula have.tried to detel'llline the elements.present in each 
complex 'emotion. Or as an alternative~ he could use .th!!• concept of' 
standard observers as a basis •. Dr. Plutchik chose the alternative method 
which· involved three steps. First,. he presented a group or ·judges with 
. i ' ;· 
an .·possible pairs <>!'. pr-!..J11ary emotions and asked them to suggest a ·name 
f'.or °'the ·resulting 1!1iXture. . Second, he .presented the group of' judges· with 
a long list of emotion.1!lallles taken fr~ our· lan~ae and asked them·to 
indicate whi9h of' the primaries were pre!*lnt. As a final step, he 
utilized the·inroi'!nation .from steps one.and :two, a'nd in.addition considered 
' ' 
'· 
the need rcir illternai c0nsistency. For ~pie, dyads which are opposite . 
' ' 
on 1;he em?tion•circle should have opposing characteristics. Dr. 'Plutchik · 
.found that mixtures .. of emotions '!ihich·.are more wi,dely sei>al-ated on the · 
emotion-circle are harder to ·imagine· or l~ss likely to be experienced than 
', ! 
those which· are. closer. ·As opposite color~, when mixed in equal inteneit;t, · 
tend to .n~utrallze O.."le another to prcduce. grey, opposi~ einotions-when 
occuring,,simu,ltaneously in equal intansit.y1 .act to inhibit or neutralize 
each other~ ' 
I 
. An exeminilti0.11 of the listing of ctrads shows that many of them 
' . ' . , ' 
l• •J. 
r,epresent fee~g states thf3,t seem to i;e re.l~tive~· persistent. Eniotiorui 
like pride, aggress;ton, submission; and 'optimism are ~suall.Y long•lastin€i; 
. , ' '· -
formation of personality traits is related to the develo;xnent ot mixed 
emotions. Since same degree of conflict is connected with the mi11ng · 
ot emotioris,, all personality traits imply canponents of greater or lesser 
conflict. In other words,, a conflict between two or more emotions pro• 
. . 
ducei> a new ~ique personality trait or character attitude which persists• 
in,:1i,~··· ' 
II. APPLICATION OF ~UTCHIK 1S THECRY 01" ~OTIOWS 
Plu~chik• e theory ot emotions is significant becaU!le the the017 
' . 
deals with the intensity of emotions and because the components ot com-
plex emotions are recognized. Because long-lasting complex emotions are 
knmm as personality· traits, an .application ot Plutchik1 s emotive theoey 
to literature should give a 'greater ~ight into human behavior through 
character developnent. To show whethe~ this ·i\vpothesi.S is true or not,. 
,. 
key lines from three of the short stories of D.H. Lawrence were con-
sidered. These lines; with an appr9priate pJii.cement of the corresponding 
emotion over the key words that carry the-emotiw intensi,ty for that line 
or passage, will follow. For the sake of clarity; emotions will be cor• 
' . 
related either to elements representing man'!! drive for po1mr or authority 
or with powers outside man which govern him. 
For example, t}J.e language showing the power or forces causing 
subnrl.ssion to the slipernatural representation ot tbs first low is con,. 
· sidered in "The Border Line.n The language showing the power of appra• 
.hension is considered in "The Prlmrose Patn,,n and the language showing 
the power or elements or jealousy bringing the usually self-controlled 
husband to Bnger. and a di!oisive assertion or authority #I shown.in "The 
' . . . ,, . . . .. . ','' ' 
White Stocking." 
- , . ' - . 
In the .·short etoey,n.The Bord.er Line,11 .Katherine Far.quhar.is 
introduced ,as· a daughter. o~ a aerman baron Who has been m.arried to two 
Englishmen. She is ret1Jl'lling to Germany af'te!' marv yelU"s .to mee~ her 
second husband, Philip. While enroute there she is J>raoccup~d. with 
. ' . . . 
. thoughts . or her first husband, Alan,, who had been killed. in the. 1f!U" • She 
.. remembered that they had ceased to ·live .. together because they were too 
' . . . 
. · urifoJ:'giVing to yield to, one anothel' •. Yet, when he had kissed h.er. good• 
' . 
. bye when he went aw~ to war ,she .i'emambered: 
. . . . Admiasion . 
Se.cret4r somewhere insicl9 herself she felt with her queen bee 
love,. and queen bee will, she could divert the whole flew of 
' ' 
"-, ·. 
The admis~ion or he~ former feeling of power is important in this passage. 
On arrival into Germarv,. Katherin~ ha\i a des~ to. go to the 
cathedral which wae described thuei:r~ 
Gloominess 
• • • like a great ghost, a reddish flush in its darkness, the 
uncamiy cathedral breasting the oncomer, standing gigentic. 
Gloominess 
looking down in darkness out of dartaiess. on the pignv or 
hu.'llanneee of the the city.73 
'~-
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The power of the supernatural is introduced by such words as "uncamw" 
although the main emphasis is on gloominess indicated by the repetition 
or "darkness.":. The term "darkness" i:tseli' strengthens the idea or the 
supernatural which is an order or existence beyond the visible, observ-
able universe. The following passages emj)hasize the mood: 
-l 
Fear 
Mystery and' dim, ancient fear came over the waman•s soul. 
Fear 
The cathedral looked so strange and demonish-heathen. And 
Fear 
an ancient, indomitable blood seamed to stir in it. · It 
Terror 
stood there like same vast silent beast with teeth of stone, 
waiting ·and wondering when to stoop against this pallid 
humanit.y.74 
The mood is intensified by the following passages · 
Admission 
• • • dimly she realized that behind all ~ ae}\y pallor and 
Ten'or 
suj.phur or our civilization, lurks the great blood-cre11ture 
·, Terror 
waiting; implacable and eternal,. ready at 18st to crush our 
w.'llte brittleness and. let the shadowy blood move erect once 
inore, in a new implacable pride and strength. 7S 
Although there is admission on Katherine's part or the existence or the 
supernatural .. .t'orce indicated by such wards as nmystery" and !!eternal," . 
her liUlin emotional reaction in t.ha.t admission is terror indicated by 
such words 1ur ii\:i1ocid<reature11 and "crush.11 
" \" ~ lioWar of first love continues in the passage: 
The sW.-ong, ¢lent kindliness of him towards her, even now,. 
· . . Eotpecian~ · . 
wae abl~ · to ¥!J>0 out the astw, nervous horror or the world 
I ' . 
' ' . ' 76 fZ'Olll. her bod;V;• 
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. Tluid::error of the' p~vioue ,passages is admitte~ .. dimmed .by· .the presence 
9rt11e £ir~t lave (even though'in suparnatUl'al.i'orm) and e~ptanoy of hie 
. ' 8ubf39quent abtion. 
,. ' Later the'polliir 0£ tliat first l!Jw·is'eh<iwn in a paesage•indioating 
'· 
the anticipilti0n and resulting 'joy:· 
·· · Acceptance ,, , · : . · · · , · ' 
He CBll19 triumphantq1 rather spl.end:l.d, and. she waited 
. Attentiveness " 
trembling• , He was ~ utterly silent.. But he led 
, . , ... , Expectancy ··. 
her amw with his arm J:'Ound her, and she yielded in a 
' : 
complete yielding ehe ~d 11a~Z'· kn~ ~fo~. 77 
Although Kathe:i'ine ie, now llla1'ried to Philip, aha.is obviously swayed by 
' ' 
the f'irst .. lo'va:,' .Wn. who overri,des realit;v by his supernatural appeaJ'ance 
which sei,ws to take Katherine from l.ii'e •. 
' :i;n the second stor:r consid~red, 11'1he. Primrose Path,,0 the powr of 
apprehension is found. Although Daniel Sutton had a powr!ul"·appaaran,ci:n 
Attentiveness 
A Qilb burly fellow whose ·blue ,eyes glared and .whose 
red.obrown moustache bristled in defiance • • • 76 
' .. 
he was a bully reacting to tear of various· types. He was: 
Anger 
·• • •: a po'lrerfUl, well~i'lashed man who: glared at the 
· Expectancy 
world aggressively:.• beL,g really on the def'ens:!.ve .. 
againat hie .own heart .• 79 
Such terms as Rglared" and "defensive" indicate anger and expectancy, 
the t.wo emotions which cOlllbine to f'orm ·anxiety;; 
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The first evidence· of fear is revealed as a result of Daniel Berry's 
(Sutton's nephe~r) .report. that his 111othel" died· of' cancer at Christmas: 
Fear 
The big man's eyes stared, and he recoiled in feat.". 
Fear · 
nOod, lad& that's three of 'em gone&n80 , 
Words such as 11recoUed0 . and the exclamation marks. indicate the emotive 
force of the a~tentent. 
A second evidenc~ 01' Sutton's fear of' death was his remark in the 
situation; 
, Attentiveness . . 
A mongrel•looking man was nosing past.· "Wouldn't he 
- . . .... 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
murder you for your ttatch-ohainJ bu,t that he's afi.laid 
' · : Anticipation · · ' . 
of aooiety?· He•s got it in him • ., .1161 
. .-
Such tenna aa "murder" and 'Lawrence's italicizing the words "he" and 
"in" emphasize the emotional intensity of the passage. 
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Later the reader learns that Sutton has been married to a beauti• 
ful wanan without warmth or uplift: 
. Fear 
He had an emotional man•s fear of sentiment, which helped 
to nip his llife frQ!i putting out aey- shoots·. He treated 
Annoyance 
his ohildren rougncy.·and pretended to think it a.good. job 
when one was adopted, bi a well-to-do maternal aunt. But 
. Loathing . 
in hie. soul he hated his, wife that she could give away one 
of his children.82 
His apprehension in relatil)nship!I with. women ie ~r indicated in a . ·.'.·· 
".,' 
passage when .Sutton is reporting omof his affairs:; :::f;~/ 
.. Fear Feai' . 
"That othar devil.tried to poison me. Wanted to get rid 
Attentiveness 
of me. She got in with another fellow on the ship. • ·• 
· Attentiveness · · · · 
By Jove, I was bad •. Ao, certa:IJl as Pm here, she was 
poisoning me, to get the other cha~I 1iii •certain of it.83 
As Sutton rel.Stas tha' eXperience,. e~oti,ons intensify until ha BhoWS ~ ' 
panic of the. situation wen he had left ~r: 
. ~o . . : . 
"Better in n,o tiine-I ~ slW was ~utti.hg poison in~ cofi'ee.n84 
•• ~ J 
. ' . \ . 
82Ibid., P• 430• . 83Ibid., P• 43! •. 84lbid. 
The italicized ~knoti' aids the reader in :1.nterpreting the emotion of 
the speaker. 
'. 
After eetabllehing the oharacteristic "death"".!ear". of Sutton, 
· L.:ilirilnce ino~d into the' action and Sutton's going to '.visit his wife who 
· · Antici~ 
They climbed the dark stairs,, the· husband placing his feet 
'" · pation .. ' · ' · ' 
care~, because of hi& big boots. The.n he .followed down 
.;.,.,._ .. ," "· · · ·. · ' · · · ·' . · Anticipation· ... · ·.· · 
the passage trying vague~ to keep a. grip on his bowels, which 
~ ' . ' ,• : ' ' . ' 
, ~ein!id to be ~;I.ting. 11..w;,1 and defilli~ wishing tor ll neat 
' . . . 
brandy.as 
Anticipation changed to ~c llhen Sutton, ~~ his mfe; 
Apprehension , 
It wae such a ehock he almost started awq. For a second 
he remained in tort.ure. as it some in~sible tlailie were 
·Panic I . 
plqing on ldm to reduc6 his bones and fuse ldm dew • 
. The husband like one ·oOJl(iemned but on the point of 
·· · ·Panic 
starting away; stood by the bedeida staring in horror at 
' . ' ' .. 
Panic 
Going exceedingly pale; he jerked up his head and 
stared at the wall over the pillous.86 
Leaving a sit~tion that he did not knot~ hmr to"race nor wieh to i'e.ce1 
' . A~ . 
BSibid.;~ P• 433.. 86Ib1d., P• 434 •. 
- - . ' 
Sutton returned to the h0!119 or tho woman, with whO!ll he was current'.cy' 
liv:i,ng, to seek an emotional release. When she asked him to cane on to 
dinner:: 
Pleasure 
nN~, I tell you, 11 he snarled, almost pretending to be 
disagreeable. But she. was slight:cy- afraid even or the 
Pleasure 
pretense ·which pleased and relieve.d him.B7 
Thie story contains on1y a rew'Aj>aseagee or pleasure, and .the story:: 
Ell)ds with the woman also hating Sutton like poison. Th~ei'ore, the i;it;te 
or the story "The Primrose l'ath11 is ironical in that distrust, anxiety, 
. . . . 
and aggression are predcminant rather than pleasure. The term 11primrose 
. . 
path" carries implications of a path of ease or pleasure, especiall;y . 
. ~ . 
senaual pleasure, or in sane cases, ·the path. of least resistance. Sutton• s 
' . . ; ,, ·: 
sel161.lal pleasure was given little description in the relation of his af• 
' ' 
' 
.,, fairs although aensual .pleasure wrult.tne crutch he had turned to eaeh time. 
, ' .1 . • ' ~ " 
In contrast, hie apprehension was given emphasis. .·· 
The final story .to be considered, "The White Stocking," contains 
emphasis .on the power of jealouey. The story opens\;With the fact that' 
'., 
,.'tf 
even though married, Mrs. Whiston sprang from her bed to-'-see which man 
. •• l • 
had sent, her valentines: 
Joy 
With a little flash of triumph, She lifted a pair or 
Pleasure 
pearl earrings from the S!llall box' • • • She eirilpered 
'.1' 
' . 
at herself. Catcb,ing her own eyF;:, she could not help J \ 1\ 
winking at°terseli' and laughi.ng.86 ' .. 
Jcy frQll an• ·outside .force aids in evoking anger on tl'le. part o.f a jealous 
marriage. partner ae is revealed later when Mrs. Whiston and her husband 
quarrelt 
Anger 
"They've no right to send you valentines now. 11 . 0 Ted& 
Pleasure · . · · ' · Pl.eaeure 
You1re not jealous,. are you? ·!·haven't the least idea. 
Anger Anger 
who it.•e .fromo11' 11Get out,11 he·eaid •. "You know' who 
it'e.tram.89 
Consid~ration of the emotions in the PaSsage rewal~ .that Mre. Whiston 
. " ' '·,· '' ' 
.. 
'·,' .. 
receives pleasure trcm evolcing the reactions' o.f jealousy. Later Mrs. 
. ' . 
- ~ • ,! • • ' • • t_ ' 
WhietOn triehes to revive her husband's feeuhgs·i 
/ . ' ; • i ' • < •• 
Expectancy ·.• 
·. · , "I .told you· a lie,!'. she ·said humb]¥ tl'agic.-. 
Apprehension · · · · · 
His,_aoul .. stirred uneas~. . ., 
' · Attentiveness.. 1 
11 0h. aylil?.11 ·he add cas~·· . 
Annoyance . , Anger 
She was· not, satisfied• . He ought to be;more moved.,90 
' ' 
•, 
She theh. reveals that ~.white stocking had been a ~t rather than a 
-i' ' 
sample: ·· · 
. , Anger 
"lfhen what. 'did you invent it as a sample .for?" he. said. 
88Ibido 1 P• 24S. 89Ibid., P• 246. 90niid., ·P• 247 •.. 
. . 
~.: ' 
~ ,I ': 
Admission 
But he knew this.weakness of hers. ·The ·touch of anger in 
Fear 
his voice frightened 11er.91 
In these lines, such words as. "uneas:l.:cy," "ol18ht to,." "invent," "knw,n. 
and ·!'frightElned1' give. the. reader· clues to the emotiye states of each of 
the,. characters. 
· The present jealousy of Ted causes his wife to rsi.~ect· on the 
; t •. ' . '.·. '. • 
prior .e~nta when the seEid of jealousy was implanted. At the Christ.mas 
I ,: _ '· ; ! ·., • , • , ! t • • • ', 
party given by Sam Adams; she had danced with 's!mi as ~iston did not 
• ' I ..... I ' ' 
dance: 
Jay 
She was just carried in a· kind of strong warm fiood, her 
•. . 
feet moved of themselves, and only the music thr,ew her 
. . 
away fran him, threw. her baok to him, . to. his clasp, in. 
. Jay 
his strong form moving against her, rhythmic~, .deli• 
Jay 
. ciously. (Dancing was to her) • . • • so gratifying ir~ 
respective of the man)2 
. ' 
Whiston had ,obse;rved her jay• Then. she' had <iropped h$r handkerchief, 
. , . 
' : ' 
' ' ' 
which .had been a white stocking' by mi.st~e. Whiston had taken her 
. . . 
'm•ickl;y from the party;, ; She had .cried. and asked him to'.be good to her. 
!, _. . ' 
Even in that manent or jealousy and annayance: 
Appreheneion 
He could ·only hold her· against his chest that was white-hot 
with love and belief in her.93 
.. ' 
91Ibid., P• 248. 92Ibid., P• 252 •. 93Ibid., P• 259. 
- - -
Realizing the power of love to overcome ~ther feelinge in prior eituatione, 
she brought up the subject of her valentines later. He became engJ:"y" ·and 
hit her causing her mouth to bleed1 
·: Acceptance Fear 
She could not prevent bim e.eymore., . She was yielded up 
Terror 
to him. :They both trembled in the balance, unconacioua.~4 
~ this passage., the Ellllotions aceeptance and fear, which bring submission; 
are found. Yet, s)'.e was not totally submitted as he had to assert his 
authority by boxing and Posting the jewelry bimeeli'. When he returned: 
. . 
She lifted her tear-stained, swollen race and looked at bim 
. Sor1"0t1. • .. • . .Grief· 
with eyes all fOl"lorn and pathetic. A great flash of· anguish 
. Sorrow 
went over his boey. He wnt over, slowly, and very.. gently 
Expectancy , 
took h9r· in his hands. She let herself· be taken• "~tr love-
Orief . . · 
m:y lave," he cried in anguish of spirit·.95 
Through such terms. as "forlorn•" "pathetic," and "anguish" the emotional 
states of . grief and anguish are .shown to be !>1'.BSent in the cllSractors .as 
. 
the story ends• 
There is no question that different people reBpQnd through dii'-
.. 
·, 
ferent emotions and that another student, "forking through this type 
analysis would find different emotions. However, there is considerable 
. . . 
evidence to show that while different individuals respond to the same 
,. 
. 
I 
situation through different emotions there' is rEl!lllll'kable little dif• 
ference as to the emotive states-which contain the different emotions- · · ·' - .. 
judged as being present. For example, repeated ~sis of the 8aJ!le 
passages with a time lapse between anal.¥ses brought such variations in 
judgment as fear one time t-. panic another--both are elements of protection;,' 
Car~ the same individual at clii'ferent times and places would 
make a different response through the fact that clii'ferent immediate 
psyohologioal fields would be operating. The "immediate pqohological 
field" is defined as the cross-section of any individual, going through 
the behavioral experience, at a specific time as composed of the following 
factors: the past neural traces (experiences) or the individual, the 
present peysical1 emotive, and intellectual problem, and the present 
peysiological condition of each individual. One would doubt that any 
individual would have precise~ the same "immediate psychological .field11 ' 
at.clii'.ferent times. However, the personality of eaoh individual can be 
assessed within certain ;observable limits be.cause of a canplex pattern of, 
attitude~i:bbaracteristi~ to that one individual. Then' each individual, 
·- ] 
, although responding clii'ferent~ because of, his unique .-PS'Jchological .field 
• 
in each C3.se, uould. cli():)s different emotions. However,. the. individual is 
like~. to ~e his jU(lgment within the same emotive states although the 
. I . 
s~cifio ,emotions chosen within the state.vaey. S~ Table l!:II .for a 
• 
representation .of the emotive states, and their component emotions with 
• • • ' • • ' ' I 
Plutchik's assigned intensity. values •. ·As the particular emptier.ii cllusan 
. ' 
S6 
to apply to .. a particular pa13sage do vary within the emotive state a· 
Slmll1lal"Y with emphasis on emotive-state was drawn rather than·with'ilmphasiE! 
on dO!llina.nt. representation or a. particular emotion. In both "The Border 
Li."lll" and DThe Primrose Path," the emotive states n Protection" and 
· "Exploration° receive the -major emphasis :I.ii :t-h~ passages cai'rying the 
tones-of power and authority (eeventy:-five percent of the emphasis in· 
"The Borcier Linen and sewnty .. two percent of· the emphasis in· "The. Primroea 
Path"),, but,,· ·in comparison,, "The White Stooldng" contains major emphasis 
on nne~truotion". ·and "Reproduction" (.t:ii'ty, ~rcent )-o . In the passages 
carrying tones of power and authority in ".The_ Border Line" there is· an 
~sen0e: or the i'.ollcming emotive st~tes: destruction, rei>roduction; 
orientation;1 and rejection; .in 11The PriJiiro13e Path," incorporation:. orien• 
tation1· and deprivation;. and in 11The Whit&,Stocking," orientation·and 
. ..., 
, 
!.'&jaotion• .There is indioati.on that orientation is· not related to· tones. 
of: pom)r ~authority in D •. H., Lawren.ce.1s short etori~&. as· there Was no 
, .representation of this eta~ ~ the t11ree~tory sample"':. The three emoti~me, 
,surpriea1 amazement, and aetoi;dehment; ~hioh. oompri~ orientation; are not 
... ' 
"connected witb -tones of pawr an~ authority, which conno~ something 
gr;inted.rather than ~expected. 
Deprivation, Qecause .of its connotation of lose or a withholding 
' ' ' - -
o.f'. .something, is not significantly related t(! tones of power and ~uthority 
' . 
in D.H. Lawrence's short stories. The r~prasentation of. deprivation 
(twlve and ona.ohalf percent in 11The ·Border, Line". and fourteen percent in 
'S1 
"Th~White siocking") is found in passages where reactions are inter-
twined, 'with the autho~itar1anism of part1cillar objects; for exainpie, 
the cathedral helps take Katherine from reality in-"The·Border Line, 11 
and .the. white stOcking and other gifts oause ~lhiston to lose: his self-
'· control. in "The· vlhite Stocking•" 
. . 
''i. ' 
'·, ,-:,· 
Incorporation1 ·because of its connotation• to. work indiatinguish• 
.. 
' - • J 
ab'.cy' into ·something alrea~ existent· Of combine to form a consistent 
. . . 
whole, likewise, is not Bigniticant'.cy' related io tones of power'and 
. · ... , ' . •, 
... , ... 
authoritq in D.H. Law~ncets· short storie,s. The representation of·'· 
incorporation (twelve and one-half. pereent in· "The Border Linen. ·alld 
··seven percent iii 11The·mu.te. Stocking0fis ·aga:l;n found in passages where 
reactions ·are intert'tlined ·tnth actions. and too~ is .:an admission 'to· or 
· an. aco'eptance of things. as. they are•··. Kathe~e admits her 11queen•bae11 
sense or power· is· gone ·iti· II.The Boioder tilie~·., The ·wife accepts the: hue.:. 
. band'!is dl:.u~ce ·ne'ar the end :of "The Wiiite Stocking• II ' . ' " •. 
-' ·R~jection~ which ~s only slight ~pl-esaritation-(seven percent) 
\, . ' .- '. , . . ,_ -
in 11The Primr.osa: Path" ·and complete abse~ee · in the other' two stories; is 
;, ' .. 
, . . '.-. ' ' .~ ·-' ' ' . ~ . . . 
not"signii'icant:cy related-'to tones o£ P.Olier-'s.nd. authorit-/ in'·D+H• Lawrence's 
· ·short. stories as the ·only way :re-jection llOUld c'onnotative'.cy'· be· related · 
' . \ ' ' ' ' " 
., to power·'and authority \~ould be the s;ti1;'engt#·:~i' .. the'-refuaal to•·grant or 
" . 
. ' ·consider· some particular aspect or the."eitua~iono .. : , 
»Ni,t· onJ¥ are the' emotive eta.tea' rsprssr.inted:in t~e passages 
carcying tones of power and authority importan~'j b'ut the emotive cOliiplax 
... 
' ' 
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resulting from the mixture or the representative emotions makes clearer 
tho undercurrent or emotion in each complete story• To illustrate ·these 
emotive complexes# emotive miictures called dyads were considered. Re• 
suits from the mixture of emotions found side by side on ·?lutohik' s 
emotive chart (f'ashioned by the color-wheel principle) are.called primary 
•dyads• Mixtures of those emo.tive states once removed from each other on 
the. chart are called secondary dyads, and mixtures-_ or .those emotive states 
twice .romoved. from each other on the chart are called ,tertiar"/· dyads • 
. Pr~$entation or the dyads formed from the _emotive states found ·in; the pas•. 
Sages carrying· tones Of• power and authoricy in each Of the short stories 
considered in'~this study !ollorrs. 
- °' . In "The Border Lino" on3¥ one primary dyad is found in the .pas-
. . , 
sages carcying tonal? of ;riower and. autl'lori ty. . That mixture. of'. proteotion 
a'ld deprivation ~·est'!J.ts· in the complex (3J:lotion which Plutchik describes 
as. despair or guilt. . In the .context or 'this s_tory ~:Katherine is round 
to have moderate to stt'ong i'ee;tings 01' guilt inral.;,~ion to how she had 
' 
failed. to c0mpromise with.her first husband. 
secondary dyads resulting from a crossing of' the emotive states 
of' incOl'poration and protection which Plutchik names submission and a 
crossing of the emotive states of.deprivation and exploration which 
Plutchik names pessimiam are revealed.in the context· of ."The Border Line" 
by Kathe~e's -vecy strong Gubmiesion to thoughts of her husband and to 
his supe~tural appearance. Her communication t1.l.th .and yielding to this 
·-""'-
S9 
eupematur:al representation of her husband does carry indications of 
· moderate pessimimn ar a wish to escape the evil or reality and her weak 
second husband. 
Tertiar;y dyads which result frQIJl a crossing of the emotive states 
of in!lorporation and deprivation, which Plutchik naoiae resignation or 
sentimentality, receive very strong empha8is in "The £order Linen· through 
Katherine's submissibn to a r011Jantio feeling or sensibility of bar first 
husband's presence. The mixture of the emotive states protection and 
exploration which Plutohik names anxiety, caution, dread1 cowardliness 
" I•' ·~ r 
or di~truet_receives vary strong emphasis in this story through Katharine's 
apprehensive uneasine_se about joining her second husband. The mixture or 
the emotive states exploration and incorporation which Plutchik names 
fatalism.r.aceives strong emphasis in this sti>cy through Katherine's 
:'~)~;~·~· ... ··}~; . : -:-. ' 
realization that even in her "queen-baa" ·-self attitude of past years she 
had not bean able to affeot the course or events, such as to bring her 
first husband hOIJ!e fran the war all ve. 
In °Tlie Primrose Path" three primary cyads are represented. The 
first primary cyad results £ran the miXtura of the emotive states destruc• 
tion and reproduction which Plutohik names pride. · A moderate degree of 
inordinate self.-esteem is· found in Daniel Sutton1 ~!specially in circum• 
stances uhen he oanpares the man with whom his first wife is now living 
and himself (Sutton). The second prima.ry dyad resulting from a mixt~ 
of the emotive ·states rej~ction and exploration which Plutohik names 
pO 
oynioiem is found in a moderate to strong degree in Daniel Sutton's 
sneering disbeliei' in the sincerity on the part oi' other individuals in 
the stOry •. The third primacy eyad. resulting from the mixture oi' the 
pr:lmary emotions oo..'"Ploration and destruction which Plutohi~ ,names aggres-
sion is .. ,i'ound in a "moderate degree ·in the wa,y Daniel siitton had "nipped 
. ~-, 
in ihe bud" all oi' his first wii'e's ei'i'orts· to be warm or understanding 
·.·\ . . 
toward · hii.1. . 
Three secoii4aey dyads are i'ound, in "The Primrose Path.'! The first 
·.secondary dyad: represents the mixture .of, the emotive etat.es proteotion 
' . 
and rejection which PJ.utohik names shame• Shame ws .strong in soenes such 
as that in lftlioh f!utton faces hie first wii'e who is now· on her deathbed. 
The second secondary dyad represents the mixture oi' the emotive states 
r~jection and destl'Uction which Plutchik n~es reeentment,.scorn; .contempt, 
or hate. A moderate degree oi' hate is present in"Sut.ton•e attitude toward 
some women.who had lei't him i'or naw·aff'airs. Hate is also preeent as the 
reaction oi' women t.oward.Sutton in ~eefter he b~g~ an affair with 
~· - ' 
them. The third secondary dyad represented result.a 1'r0111 a mixture of the 
' . 
emotive states exploration. and reproduction lJhich Plu.tchik ·names conceit. 
A moderate to strong degree oi' conceit _ie present in.Sutton as he always 
blames sane .fault in the women for .the .end oi' an, affair rather than admit-
. . 
ting that any attitude oi' his own ma,y have been a contributing i'actor. 
There were th~e tertiary- dyads present in passages carrying ~ones 
of power and authority in 11Ths Primrose ·Path.11 The first tertiary eyad. 
• ,h 
.. 
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represented results from the mixture Of the emotive States reproduction 
and protection·which Plutchik: narnes guilt •. Strong guilt brings f!utton•s 
·Shmna when ha sees hie· first wife on her deathbed. The second tertiar;y 
dye.~ results from e mixtur.e of the emotive states woteotion and eJq>lora• 
. tion which. WJ_utchik: calls an."tiety> caution, dread, cowardlipess or dis• . 
trust •. Daniel'Sutton has strong tendencies toward distrust.of othBr 
people,· even the strange man t-mlldng by in the street. The. third ... tertiaey 
dyad present . results from the. mixture .of the emotive states. r,eproduction 
. and rejecti()t\ tfhioh Pl.utchil< call.a morbidne~s.. Daniel Sutton is strong~ 
' ' 
characterized by glotim:y or un~1h9lesome feelipgs, es~cially in. his at ti• 
.. tude that even.a stranger W\)~. kill,~ ~rl;thout reaeon. , . 
, Fo~ primary dyads are·,rep?'esented in the passages ~a.rcying tones 
. of p,otter anci ~uthority in riTh~ White St'ooking.;11 • The. first .primacy. dyad 
. '. , .. , . - . . ' . . 
, results. from the crossing or destruction Md reproduction .which Pl.utcliik 
' ' . 
. cslls pride. , Both Whiston and his .wife have a moderate degree of self• 
respec:it.- The, second primary dyad .results rr.am. the. crossing or the emotive 
stat~s repr'oduction .~ incorporation ~hich 'Pluti:bik. calls love.• . There 
. . ' '. . ' . . 
' . 
is a moderate . to strong degree of love for o:ne . another on, t}\e part or 
Whiston and hie wif'eo The third PrimarY ~ad resulting from the ·mixture· .. 
of protection and deprivation whicrh Plutchik calls despaU: or· guilt has 
, strong representation in scenee in which Whiston embraces. his wife to 
make amends• T!le fourth priinaey dyad resulting from the mixture of exPlora• 
tion and destruction which Pliltchi.11: calls aggre'ssion or stubbornness is 
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present in a moderate to strong degree in the wii"e 1s refusal to give 
in to her husband's demands. 
·There, are four, secondary dyads. present in the passages carrying 
tones cir power and authority in "'flle White Stocking." The first secon-
, dacy dyad res.ults from the lllixture of destruction and incorporation 
whioh Plutchik,calle dominance. Dominance is present in a.strong degree 
' both whe~ the wife enjoys the gifts !let' husband said were no .longer to 
be. received :and in, the shift of attitude when he boxes those. gifts and · 
·returns them .to their owners. !l'he second secondary dyad results frcim 
the mixture of., incorporation and protection which Plutchik cans 'sub~ 
.l!lission •.. The wife is strongly submitted 'to lier husband-at variouii OC"' 
-
, ... cas:l.ons such' as-when he ruehed .her from the party-and whexi he. hit her on 
' . . . . 
"the. mouth ca~sing it to bleed. The third •secotdary dyad ·results :from the · 
mixture or deprivation and exploration ~lhioh Pluti:hik. calls .peesimism •. · 
. , , 
~sSimiam is yeey strong in the ~life's drive to make-jealousy ot' otliei" 
.emotions overcome the lll!lOOtbnese of her .lll!mt'i!lge. The fourth, secondary 
. dyad resulte from the -mixture of expl~11;tion and reproduction which 
Plutchik names courage .. Tuewi.f'e has moderate courage-to pilreue.hei"·ei';;. 
forts in arousing.her husband's anger. 
' 
There· are five .tertiary dyads ·present in the .passages c~ 
tones of power and authori~ in "The White .stocking~" The first tertia:ry 
. dyad results from the mixture of reproduction and protection which Plutchik 
calls guilt. The-Wife has a moderate degree of guilt when she keeps the 
I. 
6) 
fact that sane gifts ware .f'l'cm men .from her husband by saying they were 
from her mother or another relative. The seciind tertiary dyad results 
fran the mixture of· incorporation and deprivation which Pl.utchik calle 
sentimentality or resignation. The wife has a veey strong feeling of 
sentimentality in relation to tho gift of the white stocking whieh Sam 
Adams ·serit her. The third tertiary dyad resulted from the mixture of 
~ . 
protection and exploration which Plutchik calls caution cm Bmdety. The 
wife uses a moderate to strong degree of caution ae to hew much she 
.reveals .to ,her husband at.a 'time ooncerm,pg her.gifts .. The fourth tertiary 
• . . f • 
dyad results from the mixture of deprivation and destruction whieh Pl.utchik 
calls envy. 6r sullei:mess •. Whiston veey litrong'.cy envies the lll!loothness 
~ ' . 
with which Sam Adallls danced with.his "tlif'e (Whiston•s) as he himself did 
~ . . .. . . ,. . ' 
not know how to dance;;. The final tertiai';i'. dyad· pi'eeerit results .from. the 
mixture of exploration and incorporation ~1hic,ii Pl.utohili: calla fatalllllll. 
· Whiston exhibits a strong acceptance of things as they are as if . he be• 
lieves he has no power to change thein. 
The type or power and authority represented determines whether 
there is an emphasis on a combination or the emotive states or·destruction 
and reproduction or of the emotive states of exploration and protection 
.in the passages carryUig tones of power and authol,'ity in D.H. Lawrence•s 
·short stories. · If the tones of power and authority are related to pas-
. sages concerning a_ power struggle·betl.-een·individuals or forces; the 
emotive states dest~tion and reproduction receive l!llljor emphasis. If 
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the strength of external forces working upon or internal forces working 
upon an individual are. related in passages carrying tones or power and 
authority,. the emotive states of exploration and protection are found to 
be hee.vil;v concentrated in positive correlation to the tones or power and 
authority. Fl'Clll the crossing of the dyads for emotions found in the pas• 
sages carrying tones or power and authority in the three-story sample 
considered in this stuey, the c0111plex emotion pride is eignii'icant in 
cases where there is a coni'llct between two individuals for power O'I.' 
authority; but in cases where there is powerful innuence rran a force 
outside or inside the individual (not hmnan conflict) anxiety, caution, 
dread, cowardliness, or distrust is the coinplex emot;on presen~. 
TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF THE EMOI'IVE INTENSITY OF THE THREE 
SH<RT STORIES CONSIDERED IN T<1rALITY 
"THE BORDER LINE" 
Daninant Emotive State: 
Dominant Emotion: 
Negative; Representations: 
Positive·Repreeentatione: 
Mean Emotional Intensity: 
'' 
DOlllinant Emotive State: 
Dominant. Eiiiotien: 
Negative Repre·sentationet 
PoeitiV<J Representations: 
Mean Emotional tntensity: 
DOl!linant Emotive State: 
Dominant. Eniotiona 
. ". Negative Representations: 
~oeitive Representations: 
Hean Emotional Int.~iisity: 
" 
Deprivation 
Pleasure 
JOO or $6% 
239 or 44% 
6.$3 (nearest. emotion••ApprehensionY. 
Exploration 
Attentiveness 
274 or $2% 
249 or 48% · 
$.98 (nearest emotion-~A ttenti venese) 
' . ' ,. ·~ 
ReprOiiuction ·, . 
Attentiveness ' 
429 .. or $6% · · . ' 
343 or 44% . . 
6.9$ (nearest emotion-Heppinoss) · 
' ' . . 
., 
6$ 
t TABIE VI 
SUMMARY ·.IF PRIMARY- EMCJrIONS FCXJND IN THE PASSAGES. CARRYING · 
' 
-· TONES OF POOR AND AUTHmITY IN 11THE BllIDER LINE"' · . 
' ' 
' ri. : .• - ' ', 
I DESTRUCTION 
' j ' ;;; -, \-·· ; -
Rag~:(~~~~)' · .. 
Ange~·.(8•40)· , 
· Annoyance'-(5.;00) 
' . 
. . .. '. ,; .~ ',: .' . 
II REffiboudn:a.t 
III 
.. ·_: 1 .. ·~~; .. ; :.; • - • ~·: 
Eca~SY, .(io.oo) · 
Joi (B•l.0) : . . ·• , .'. 
11ai;>J;ine&s 'C7~10) Pleasure ... -cs.10> . 
serenity (4.36) · 
calinnass ·'(3•3a)"· 
-l ~ .. ~,· ·t ' ~ ; ! ,' 
INo~;~TI<m ' 
Ad!nieeion (4·.;16) 
Acciepta:rice (4•00) 
Inco);1J)Ol'~tion (3•56) 
..- -,•',,"'-j_:• • 
IV <RIENTATIW .. ' 
. - ~ ~- . 1 • • 
Aettini~ent (9•.30) 
Amaielnent ca.30) 
Surprise '( 7 .i26) . 
' 
V FROI'ECTI<ll' 
' ' ' . . . . 
TerrorJ10.:l.3) 
Panic: (9•75) 
Fei!r (7:,96) · 
Apprehaneion (6•40) 
Timidity (4.o3) ' · 
• ,r , ' ., ' 
",• 
0 
0 
·o 
0 
·O 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
· .. o 
12•50% 
0 
6~25% 
6,;25% 
0 
0 
0 
O: 
50.00% 
30.;00% 
0 . ' 
20.;00:b 
0 
0 
·Emotive State 
'· _: ·, .. - < .. -~ .: ; . -, • :' ·J 
·r ;' ••. :, , . 
' " 
. ·. ~; ·:\1 -~ -.. • . 
.. ; 
1 -•. -. 
. . ' I~-
-~ ;. .. · 
, ' 
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TABLE VII 
THE CROSSD!G OF THE DYADS IN PASSAGES CARRYING TONES OJ"'. 
PONER AND AUTHCRITY IN "THE BCRDER LINE" 
Cross 
l'RD'.ARY DYADS 
V +VI 
SECONDARY DYADS 
III + V 
VI +VIII 
TERTIARY DYADS 
III +VI 
V +VII! 
VIII +Ill 
Resulting State 
Despair, guilt 
Submission 
Pessimisn 
Resignation 
Sentimentality 
Anxiety, p~ution, 
Dreadi Cowardliri.ess, 
Distrust 
Fatal,iem 
Degree. 
Mode~ate to Strong 
Ve17 Strong 
Moderate 
Very Strong 
Very Strong 
Strong 
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TABLE VIII 
• . I . 
sUMMARY JOF PRIMARY EMC1rIONS FOUND IN THE PASSAGES CARRYING I . . 
TO.'IES OF PUIJER AND AUTH<RITY IN ·"Tl!& FRIMROSE PATH11' I . . 
==========.;::====;o================::===-·" .. 
. I ... 
Emotive State % Emotive State % '° · . · ;> 
. ,,,,.- '·, 
I DESTRUC~ON 
I 
Rage (9.90) 
Anger (8~40) . 
/umoyanae, (5•00) 
. ' ·l . 
II REPRODUCTI!l{: · 
. I ,. 
. ' ' 
Eostaey: • (J,O.OO)' . 
Jcy (B;,10) ; . : · 
Happinee~ :(7.to) 
Pleaem:•e i{5 .70), . 
Seveli:ity :.(4·.36) : 
C~e&ll.iC3·3~): 
. 1; ". ~· 
III INC.ORPOOATION · 
. '. - . ' .; ' 1~. ·:· : ' ~' ~ 
Admisaio~ ;(4.16) 
Aoceptan~~ (4~PO) 
Incorpor~M:O?l_' C-3 .56) 
IIT CRIE?'.1°,A,~;1~. ·.' ; ·. 
Aetonia~~1111 <9•30) 
Amazeman~ (8•30) Sur'p'riseJ(7~26)' 
• I 
V ffiOTEOTION 
. . I 
. . I .. 
Terl."or (10.13) 
Pll!lic (9 J j.j)). . · 
. Fear c1~~6> . ·. 
Apprehension. ·(6.40) 
T:imid:i'l\I' j (4'!-03) 
' '' ~ r . ,, . 
.I.., 
I .. 
. I• 
I 
.c ', ' 
7.oaf,, VI DEPRIVATION 0 
0 
0 
0 
. 3.<50% 
:x~SO% 
14~00% 
2.0Q%· 
6.00% 
0 
6.00% 
0 
0 
.o 
0 
ci 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
. 36•00% 
0 
12•00% 
20~0;l% 
h;.00% 
0 
. Grief (8;83) 
Sotrol: (7.53) 
·.Dejection (6•26) 
· .. 9:Ll3Crlliness (5~50) 
· Pensiveness {1!'•40) 
'. > • 
0 .. 
·O :'.·': 
·a·> 
' '. 
· .. · ' . 
~~.:·; ~\,; ·:;.i ~:' 
f,:~y:>\: · .. \~: _;"· 
'/~ 'r , < 
VII P..E.JECTIOl~. 7.o()f., · ·, 
- 0 .' • ,: ·.:. • .. 
<::,;~~ti&hg (9.10) 3•50%' ,·· 
1
\. • DieS!16t (7 ~60) ·' .o 
·<;Dislike CS.SO) . '. J•50% . · 
' ';:a¢'edoin (4.70) , , o · . 1 '"··''"'''''·· 
' : Tiresomeness (4.50) o · 
, ::i J ·. .( ,·: '.~ ·'. ~r . ·' · • ,, 1 ;... ~ 
VIII:'; EXPLCfilTION ' ' . )C,~~ > 
;·' . ·~··<·'. ..... "; ', • J I • -. ~ '-. 
· :, 'Ail11~cipa~ion ( 7 ~-30) , · l2 •.00%: 
E;rpectancy (6<76) 6>00% . 
.. , At:tentiveness ,(,$.;86) 18~00% 
,::Siit (3i~6)" ' ' 0 . ; :, 
1;' ''!, ' . 
. t" ' --~ 
.... 
' 
'·,. 
. -.. ,, \'? '•' 
'; , . 
i 
l, " 
TABLE IX 
THE CROOSIMG OF THE DYADS IN PASSAGES CA.~RYING TONES OF 
POilER AND AUTHORITY IN "THE PRIMROSE PATH" 
Cross; 
FRIMARY DYADS 
I +II 
vrr·+ VIII 
VIII +I 
SECONDARY DYADS 
V +VII 
VII + I 
VIII + II 
TERTIARY DYADS 
II + V 
V +VIII 
VII +II 
Resulting State 
Pride 
Cynicism 
Aggression 
Sha.me. 
Resentment, Scorn, 
Contempt, Hate 
Conceit 
Guilt 
Allxiety, Caution, 
Dread, Cowardliness, 
Distrust 
Morbidness 
Degree 
Moder a-Ge 
Moderate to Strong 
Moderate 
Strong 
Moderate 
Modera'.;e to Strong 
Strong 
Strong 
Strong 
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TABLE X 
' 
SUMMARY i OF FRIMARY EMO'l'IONS FOUND IN THE PASSAGES CARRYING 
I 
TONE~ OF POWER AND AUTHORITY IN 11THE· WHI~ STOCKING,11 
t 
Emotive State ,% Emotive state 
I DESTRUCTION 25.00% VI DEPRIVATIOli 14.00% 
I 
' 3•50% Grief (8083) Rage (9,,90) 7.00% 
Anger (8~40) 18.00% Sorrow (7 .53) 1.oo% 
Annoyance (5;.00) 3.50;& Dejection (6.26) 0 
Gloominess (5.50) 0 
II REffiODUCTION 25•00% Pensiveness (4.40) 0 
' I 
Ecstasy (10.00) 0 VII REJECTION 0 Joy csao) · 18~00% 
Happines~ (1~l0) 0 Loathing (9ao) 0 
Pleasure . (5.t. 70) 7~00% Disgust (7.60) 0 
Serenity·~(4.36) 0 Dislike (5.50) 0 
Calmness , ( 3 ,.30) 0 Boredom (4>70) 0 
I Tiresaineness (4.50) 0 
III nmORPORATION 7•00% 
' VIII EXPLORATION llt.00% 
' Admission (4,;6) 3.50% 
Aoceptan~e (4.00) 3.50% Antioipatitin ( 7 .;30) 0 
. Inccirpor~tion (3.56) 0 Expectancy (6;.76) 1.00% 
,·, I Attentiveness (5.t.86) 4.00% 
IV O~NTA~ON 0 s.et (3.56) 0 
Astonishment (9G30)' 0 
lmazement (8.30) 0 
Surprise I (7 ;,26_) 0 
' 
. iB •. 00% '";i: v PiW:rEOTION 
' 
Terror (10"13) 4.00% 
Panic (9.75), . . . 0 
Fear (7.96) 7;.00% 
Apprehension (6•40) 7.00% 
Timidity 1(4.03) 0 
-1 
,, 
TABLE XI 
THE CROSSillG OF THE DYADS IN PASSAGES CARRYING TO!J'ES OF 
' ' 
·PO'tJER AllD ·AUTlltlUTY IN 11THE WHITE STOCKIUG11· 
' 
Cross' 
. ' 
PRIMARY DYADS 
I +II 
II +III 
V +VI 
VITI + I 
SECOl!DARY ~ADS 
I +III'· 
III + V 
VI +VIII : 
VIII +II 
. ' TERTIA.'iY DYADS 
' 
II + V 
III +VI 
V + llIII 
VI +I 
. VIII +III 
Resulting State 
Pride 
Love 
Despair, Guilt 
Aggression, 
Stubbornness 
Dominance 
Submission 
Pessimism. 
Courage 
Guilt 
Sentimentality, 
aep~gnation . 
Anxiety, Caution 
Envy, Sullenness 
Fatalism 
· Dogree 
Moderate 
Moderate to Strong 
Strong 
Moderate to Strong 
Strong 
Strong 
Very Strong 
Moderate 
Moderate 
.Very Strong 
Moderate to Strong 
Very Strong 
' 
Strong 
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TABLE XII 
THE MEAN JUDGED INTENSITY OF sYNOllYMS FOR EACH OF THE EIGHT PRIMARY EMOTION DIMENSI.ONS 
DD1Etl$IOHS 
--
Destruction Reproducti a."l -Incorporation Orientation Protection Deprivation Rejection Exploration 
Rage Ecstasy Admission Astonishment Terror Grief' Loa.thing Anticipation 
.. 9.9 lO 4.16 9.3 10.2 B.83 9.10 7.3 
Anger Joy Acceptance .Amazement Pani.c ., Sorrow Disgust Expectancy 
8.4 a.10 4~0 8.3 ' 9.75 7.53 7•6 6.76 
, 
Annoyance Happiness Incorporation Surprise Fear Dejection Dislike Attentiveness 
5.0 7.10 3.56 7.26 7.96 6.26 5.5 5.86 
Pleasure Apprehension Gloominess Boredom Set 
5.7 6.4 5.5 4~7 3.56 
Seranity Timidity Pensiveness Tiresomeness 
4.36 4.03 4.4 4.5 
Ca1."'lliless 
.3.3 
CHAPrEll IV 
SEEOIFIO FINDINGS 
I. SUMMARY 
The three type analyses of the three stories, i.e. by sentence 
structure, by phoneme analysis, and by application of' Plutchik's emotive 
theory, have bean individ~ oonsidered., A presentation will be given 
of the ~hree types of analysis 1n oombination that were used for the 
purpose of drawing final conclusions concerning language elements indi-
cating tones of' power and authority in the short stories of D.H. Lawrence. 
The three stories considSI'<ld in this stuey may be sumlliarized as.follows. 
"The Border'Line" concerns the overpowering supernatural appearance of ! ... 
Kather~e's'daad husband· who had a much more powerful personality.than 
her second husband 'who is intelligent, but othsrw:l.se weak. "The Primrose 
Jra~"·is about Daniel Sutton's "death•horror" which is so powerful that 
. ' -
even sensuality gives on~ a brief re~asa from his arud.ety. And "The' 
' ' 
White Stoc~gn concerns the power of jealoliey .:in bringing a quiet, self'-
controlled husband, Mr. Whiston, to an· assertion of authority and perhaps 
male eupremagy. 
First, attention will be focused on selected lines from "The 
Border 'Line," such as the example: 
iv. Admission 
Se£,!:et~ som~re inside herself she i'e_!t. with. her .9,!!Ben-bee 
. '· 
···' 
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II 
!ove, and .!l!leen-bee \d!l,Ishe gou!d divert the wh~ f~ 
, I -
of hietory•-na;r,o even reverse it.96 
' 
This passage indicates sentence Pattern II in "she diverts now" and 
' ' 
"she reverses it. 11 Phonemes ca1'rying tones or power and authority, 
' . 
judged by difficulty or articulation,, in this passage are /k/1 Ill, and 
/o/. Articulation is also made more difficult by Lawrence's italicizing 
' ' • I • • 11could11 to ~ive the emphasis on a word indicating power or ability to do 
sanething iii the past. This emphasis on "could" interrupts the smooth 
' ; • • ' ' I , . 
articulati(!n or the whole stat,ement. Such combinations as "queen-bee 
love" and "queen-be~ willit are powertui also. The two factors "love" and 
itwiu11'8r~. equated in st.rength by the connector "and" .and repetttion of 
' . . 
' ', I; ' , ' ' ' ' 
the QdjectiY.e function 11 quE1en-beEi.11 11Qlleen-bee0 itself lias a conn('ltation 
of power~literally, the ~bee in t!ie hive which is fertile-to- i.ey eggs 
far producing·a new swarm or bees. Thus the term itself has emotional 
elements of :pleasilre or joy for the ·occupant or such a position resulting 
from control, of reproduction. "Queen" also has the meaning or female 
rcir. iildicating authority. Yet, tlie emotional intensity or the whole. 
statement iE\ limited by the verb 11re1tn telling the reader that the char-
. . ' 
acter is adiaitting having experienced such an emotional state of joy 
earlier as is indicated by, the adjectives LaWl'enoe chose. In this example, 
the most p~rful elements are contained within the prepositional phrase 
which i'unctions as an adverb or manner. Tperefore, the conclusion is that 
15 
basio sentence pattern is not as important to revelation of tones of 
power and authority as the composition of elements fulfilling each 
. functional position in a pattern. There is, however, a concentration 
. . . 
of phonemes;and phoneme groupings which are difficult.to articulate in 
this.passage. Application of Plutchik's emotional. theory sh?WS repre• 
sentation of the emotive states reproduction and incorporation~ See 
Table XII.for Pltitchik's assigned emotional intensities •. 
' ' ' ' 
. . 
A second statement from "The Border. Line" was considered: 
. . , 
Incorporation II 
Sha remembered the litt,!e street, the £!d ,2VSrhanging.houses'. 
w1 th blac.!£ timbers and high ·gables. And like a rat _§boat, 
· Gloaniness . · 
a reddish flush :in its darkness, the. unc;aney cathadral · 
- -- - - - -
breastirig the oncomer, standing giganti~1 l~olcing down 1n 
; .. ·- - -I 
dar¥,nese out. of' dar~ssi on too pigmy hdmanness of. the city;,97 
Evaluation of basic sentence patterns reveals that.Pattern II is repeated 
. . . 
in 11she noticed the street" and. 11 (she remembered the) houses." The 
.· - \ ' . 
. . 
second statement be~g with 'land"•~ ending with1"'citY11 does not 
. ' . . ' . ' ' ·. . -
have a ·stated noun and verb pc11ition fillix;; •. nAnci.!I d.p.dicates a repetition 
' . - " 
of those .Position fillers from the precedirig statement t6 make the 
. . 
equality inqicated.by '1and." Elimination. of the first two position fillers 
in Pattern II adds. to the powrfulness of the statement by eliminating 
:those distra,cting or less for!)eful parts. This te,chniqlie is used.·bY 
' . . ' 
... · ' 
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Lawrence at various intervals. The powerful i'orce of the phonemes /o/, 
/kl, Nt /g/, and /5/ receives emphasis in this passage. "Great 
' . . . 
ghost" with /g/ repeated, "reddish nush" wit~ IJl repeatl3d, and 
_:'!uncanny cathedral" with /k/ repeated bring added difficulty in ar.tic• 
ulation by the tihii'.t . from the front oi' the mouth to the back of tbs 
mouth location of articulation. Thia difficulty adds to an emotive 
response of power by the individual. ~ addition to the phonemes em• 
ployed, repetition of terms containing these phonemes such as "darkness" 
brings pmmr; in this case, to the. gloominess which is, shown to be 
' ' 
incorporated by the verb "remembered•" Again.the verb position filler is 
' ' 
' 
weaker in emotive power than the adjectives embedded in the prepositional 
phrases functioning as adverbs of manner.- Such ten1s as "ghost" and 
"uncann;v" contain phonemes lrhich are dii'ficult to articulate- and emphasize 
' ' 
the .type of "darkness" i.e.- that which' indicates something not clear to 
the understanding-the darkness of tha supernatural, , an order beyond the 
visible, observable, universe. 11Ghost11 and 11uncanny11 also indicate 
spiritual.ism. the belief that departed spirits hold intercourse with the 
living through a medium 6uch as rapping or trance. Thus, .these terms 
set the reader for events that foll()W and make these events more powerful 
becaUsa of the unity of the at0ry. Again, the phoname choice, and use 
of those phonemes in structures functioning as adverb of manner, helps to 
' ' ' 
achieve the tones of p0tiBr in tha ~gt111ge u,~d- in. emphasizing the theme 
of the short story. 
! 
For ~omparison, sample· passages which mire considered .from "The 
Primrose Path" will be presented: 
I Attentiveness 
A mon~l-looldng man was nosing past. "Wouldn't he 
Fear .Yr- - . , tV -
murder you tor your watch•chain, but that he's afraid 
· . II . Anti'Cip'ition ' . · . 
of society• He's got it _!!! him ••• 1198 
77 
. The first statement has Pattern I represented by "mlin _'noses.11 Pattern 
II is ·embedded as· "he murders you11 and "he has it" in the. next two. 
statements.: Pattern IV is embedded as "he is afraid."· The, phonemes 
' ' ' judged as carrying tones of pO'Jer by 01mson1s criteria-length VQl'iation 
and artiaulato?"'J enerey-are /g/1 /11, /kl, and /tf/• Also adding to the 
to~s of power judged by dii'i'iculty in articulation. are such combinations 
. as 11inongrel+looking" which has lateral /1/, which moves from the be.ck of 
the mouth forward to the tip of the tongue with the immediate shift back 
to begin the whole motion again. Adjectives of this type appeiiring 
prior to the initial N (noun) position filler attract the ~. require 
an Gi'fort.iil..voicing, and make a shift from pattern stress on the noun, 
I . . 
·thus adding to the powerful tonas of the adjective. A similar difficulty 
in consecutive sound articulation ffhich adds to the powerfulness of tbs 
statettent is the /tf I of "uatch-cha:L'l." Articulation is made inore powerful 
by Lalmince~s italics in,!!!! and_!!! bringing emphasis to these .two words 
in articulation of the statements. Again these pai1$rtul phoneine combinations 
98Ibid., P·· 428. 
-
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are of an adjectival and nounal funotion••the noun is a prepositional 
I 
I 
phrase functioning as an adverb oi' manner. The Plutchik analysis 
reveals the emotive states exploration and protection relating to the 
tones or JlOl'!llr in the statement. 
A setjond example from "The Primrose Path" follows: 
I Fear IV 
§he was plapng with pa2ion; afraid oi' it, and really 
IV III 
'!l'et.2hed because it lett her, the persc;m, out of count. 
Attentiveness I I 
Yet she :continued. And there oame into hie bearing, 
I - • J 
' oy into bis eyes, the ,!?_urious smile· of. pa2ion1 Pll!_hing aWS¥ 
IV Joy . 
even the death-horror. It was.li.t'e stronger than death 
I Anticipation ! 
in him. Sha stood £lose to hie breast. Their eyes met, 
I Ecstasy 
and she was ,£arried awa:y.99 
Dy sentence pattern analysis, Pattern I is found to be represented in 
"she pla:ys;" "she continues," "smile oame1 " "she stood," "eyes met, 11 
and "she carries.11 .Pattern III is represented in "it left her, the person, 
out or coun~.11 Pattern rv·is represented in "she was afraid~" 11she was 
wretched1 11 8nd 11it was li.t'e.11 Again) the basic sentence pattern used, 
in itself, does not add to the tone of power or the statement. The 
phonemes carrying tones or power in this pasaage are !JI, ltfl1 /kl1 and 
/11. Furthermore, the representative words "passion," "wretched," and 
' 
I 
'lieath-horror" carry tones of power. Again, tones of power are found 
99Ibid.1 P• 439. 
-
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in the prepositional phrase functioning as an adverb of manner, i.e. : . . 
' 8 wi.th passion" in this case. Tones or power are also found in· adjective 
·. I . , , 
!'unction words as 11tiretched11 and 11curious.1' Application of Plutc:bik•s I , - ., 
' 
emotive theqq reveals representation of the emotive sta:tes. exploration, 
protection; :and reproduction. Therefore, the ·concllision is that phonemes 
, I . 
contribute· more to tones oi' power and authority than sentence patterns 
I 
' ' 
selected., In addition to the emotive states of exploration and protection, 
' the emotiye ;state reproduction as a part of the reaction to power is 
included~ 
, Fel" f'.inal comparison, sample passages from "The White Stocking'; 
' 
. I 
are present~d 1 
:r 
Sha was·just carried in.a kind of strong,, warm flood.If her 
I: J"Oy - II 
feet moVed of themselves, and only the music thl"ew he~ 
; II 
a~ from him, thre\f her back to him, to hie claepj in hie 
'' ' - ' - Jay 
strong form moving age,inet her rJi,ythmicaJ,,ly. delicioue4'.100 
. - ~ .-1 ... • - ""'.""' -
Sentence Pattet'll I is represented in 11 ehe carries" and 11feet move.u I - . ,., , 
Sentence Pa~~rn II is repreaented in 11mu11~c ~' her.u . Again;, the 
' ' 
adverbs of manner contain the phonemes carr#xig tones oi''power: the' 
prepositio~ phrase "in a kind oi' strong, warin ·flood,'! .and the terms' 
' ' 
"rbythmiciiJJh,,11 and l!deliciou1ll3.11 The phonemes cawyinfr tones of poWeir 
. I ' . 
. l®n;id •• P• 2$2'. 
, . • I 
' 'i 
Bo 
in this passage are /g/1 /l/, and /kl. Application of PJ.utchik•s 
emotive theory: gives the emotive state o~ reproduction • 
. A second example from 11The White Stocking1 11 
. . 
II Apprehension , 
He could ~ hold her against his chest that was white-hot 
- - - - -· • J I '. [ 
with !,o~ and belief in her.101 
~ms consi~ed. Sentence Pattern II is represented by 11he· holds ·her" 
and'Sentance·Pattern I by·"chest was white-hot." The phonemes carrying 
tones of.power. in this passage are /k/1 lo/,. /l/1 ltf/1 and /'mr/ •. The 
words containing the·p~QnemeS carrying tones o1' power in thie passage 
' ~ ' 
function as adjectives, verb, and noun. Application of Plutchik1e theory 
revaaie the eznotive state of protection.· "The White Stocking" does _not 
contain the degree or emphasis on the .adverb or manner as the carrier o1' 
phonemes cai:eying tones of power and. authority as the other tt-10 stories 
"'1th;l.n the .eample do. There is,. ho'llSver~ a positive co:rrelation between 
concentration or phonemes which are-ditricul~ to articulate and the 
strength oi'''the tones 0£ power end authority~ the passages • .,. There is 
~ positive correlation between representation of a concentration or the 
emotive states or destruc;:ion and reproduction and tones or power and 
. authority. within -the passages of d~he White Stocking11 which concerns a 
> : r, > 
power· struggle between two individuals. 
101·... r!" ~·• P• 2;;19.· 
: . 
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II. CONCLUSIONS 
I Through three types of anaJ¥sis of the three short stories, 
i . . - . 
llThe Border ;Line•". 11The Primrose Path•" and "The White Stocking" by I . . . 
D.H. Lawrence, certain implications were revealed. A study of basic 
' I . • . ' - ' : , ' ' • ,'-
sentence pat:narns' alone revsal~.d few. distinct elements .carrying tones 
~ , • I ' . 
• • J '• •. 
· of power and authcirity, but in the: an~sie to determine the basic 
I • ' ' 
• i -· ' . . : ' -
sentence frajiiework, other elements corl~~ning· arrarigement C?f and content 
• l • '· • 
or elements ~itting in these patterns proved to carry tones of power and 
. : . . ' . \. 
authority,. The phoneme anacysis revealed an Ell!1phasis on pt1rticular phoneme 
' " I . . , 
usage in passages carrying tones of po~iar and authority;. whereas, appli• 
,.. I, • _. ,- ,, ', • t ' • 
' 
cation of Plutchikt's emotive 1lheory reVflEile4 .that there is no direct 
' \ 1 ,. 
• I . 
correlation between high emotiOnal. intensity and the strength of the 
tones of power and authority although the emotive states'destrilction and 
' ' 
I 
reprcduction1 were directly related to paseageo concerning a battle for 
' 
control of power and authority by tuo indiyidual,s balanced in StrengthJ 
r I , , '... .' - , 
' ' 
whereas, thei emotive states of exploration and~tei;tion ware''Clirectly 
J • • .'.''i'~~1.~z.~ ~ ·.. . : 
related to Pflssagea in which a power' worked upon an'iridivid\lal••whether 
I 
' external or internal. · 
I 
In thk anaJ¥s1s to reveal the L~evre sentence pattern which 
' 
formed the fyameworlc for each ;;;tatement and to determine' which pattern, 
: i . . 
if aey pattern, carried tones of po;ier and authority, other impl,j,• 
' . . ' 
cations were: found. No-.par.ticular ba~c pattern appeared _to carry I\\Oi'e 
' ' . 
tones of power and authority than any other pattern. But an ~sis 
82 
, to determine where within the pattern the elements carrying tones or 
I . 
power and authority were located revealed that Lawrence trequen~ 
' . 
placed these elements in a prepositional phrase functioning as an adverb 
or manner. As the linking verb (Lv) "to be" cannot be followed. by an 
adverb oi' manner in English grammar, the ~ority or Pattern IV sentences ., 
in Lawrence's short. stwie,s(ido rtot carry tones oi' power and authority. 
-· ' . 
Furthermore~ Lawrence frequen~' 11 ataoked" adjective, :function elements 
containing ~nee of power and authoriti. In such cases, on the surface, 
Pattern III; which is the N11NN patterri, Would appear to ha,;.a more slots · 
' . . . ...~ ' . . 
for adjecti\re·i'uilction embedded elements. But the nature or the verb :1.n 
. .• . . 
this patten) restricts frequent usage or the pattern· as ·only "call" and 
. . . . 
. . 
"give" verbs Diake possible the NU combination' following the verb function 
position. Therefore, Pat~rn II with its NVN pattern appears to ha,ve 
more area for a variety of adjective function embedded elements. Pattern 
' ' 
IV, with its NLvN pattern, bas the diaadvantage oi' the two N i'unctions 
repre~enting a related 'idea~ In "She is a girl," "she" and "girl"· leave 
the author more limitations in amount-or adjectival.embedded elements 
that c,an be used than "Katharine c~ssed the river1 11 a sample Pattern II 
sentence having two unrelated nouns "Katherine" and "river." Each 
position may have adjective function embedded element "stacking" which 
will not detract i'ran the other position "staekings•" Pattern I, in con-
trast, has only the NV1 NVA, or NVAd .pattern with .the adjective functioning 
embedded element 11stactdngs" related only to the N. FrQlll observance of 
Lawrence's usage of sentence pattern elements in hie short etoriee 
I 
8.3 
thie writer concludes that Lerevre • s aentence Pattern II lends 1 tself 
best to Lawrence's "stacld.ng" ot adjective .function embedded elements 
and usage of elements carrying tones of power and authority also embedded 
in prepositional phrases functioning as adverbs of manner which are 
easily adapted to Pattern II basic sentence frameworks . 
The second type an~sie, which concerned 1denti.tying phonernee 
carrying tones of power and authority, revealed that Lawrence used dif-
ficult-to-articulate phonemes 1n his short stories. Theee powerful 
phonemes include /k/, /ll, /t_J/, !Ji, /d3/, /tN/, /g/, /o/1 and /-dv/. 
Lawrence used h I, /£I, /ti, and other lighter, easier-to-articulate , and, 
therefore, less powerful in tone, phonemes for the major phoneme repre-
sentations 1n passages carrying little or no tones of power and authority. 
In addition to phoneme choice, Lawrence used certain forceful phoneme 
canbinationa such as 11 white-hot,n "death-horror," and "mongrel-looking" 
to strengthen the tones of power and authority. Furthermore, Lawrence 
interfered with conversational tone articulation or sentence patterne by 
italicizing words that would in normal articulat ion receive little streea. 
Therefore, one can conclude that Lawrence used not o~ phoneme choice 
to indicate tones of power and authority , but also variations 1n supra-
segmental phoneme usage i.e. stress, pitch, and juncture patterns. 
Lawrence usad these various phoneme considerations in a difficulty-of-
articulation correlation to passages carrying tones of power and authority. 
a listener derives from a speaker's intonation infol'llllltion as to the 
. latter' e. emotional attitude :or personality e.g. his intonation might 
. . ' 
reveal a patronizi!ig a.ttitUde :to the listener, ari incredulous attitude 
• > ' • ' ; ' • 
to the,topic,. or.a querulous disposition; the reader must be concerned 
. ' . . 
with the past ~riencies(i:ll the chai-acterl; the prese~t sit~tion, the 
' ' ' ' ' . . 
present physical, ~motive, or. :1,ntelJ¥ct)lal probleip, and .the attitudes 
··--. • • . • • ' l • ' •.I. ' 
that are eXpre~sed 0 'by the character, 1ri an aoc~a~e analye~s~~f.t1¥'·tonee 
• • . • • ' ' ·~ ' J • 
p~se_nt~d in.~- par,;isag£l. To evalua~e correot'.cy tone of etatei\ient~ taken 
. out'·oi':co~~ ·w~~ ~e to~~ by ~hanoe•;· For that reaeon·.~n: paes8gee 
. ' -.J. -( . ' . . ' . . ' ~ . . , . 
which ruive.-o~en presented in ·.thi,s study ware consi~rtid in th,e. Qontext 
• • I t ~ ' ' ' ' • '. • • • ' ' 
of ~he .whole stocy from whioh-they came. 
. ~ . 
. l ' ' 
Froni this· stupy,, tones of power and aut!1ority:. in ,the short storie.s 
' ' . . '~- . .. ' - . . 
of D.~, :.Lawi'~~ce were found to be more close'.cy c~rrela~d to pasaages 
.- ' .. . ' . .,. 
compo~ed of plione/ne~ and phoneme ~ombination~~hj,ch' warii dUfic~t to 
... ' ' 1· ' ' 
artic~a~ ·and ujte;rference with smooth flowing s~ss,,pitch, andjurlcture 
patterns paused by _special.empha~is on a particUlar word,within the state-
;. . " ~ 
meni than to .sentence pattern used for .the framework of tha statement; al• 
' i' . • . . 
though patterri alteration also interfered with BlllOOth flowing ~tterns~ 
' . . ' . 
The, particular emotive state represented was, likewise, significant. For 
' • t·• ' ' I 
Lawrence's technique of adjective function embedded element "stacking," 
Lefevre•s Pattern.II had a slight advantage because Of.the. nature of the 
noun function el~ents in the :Plttern. For hie prepositional phrase, 
,-
with complex combiriations or elements, functioning as an adverb or manner; 
86 
no particular pattern had an obvious advari~e as the adverb inay fill 
the fourth position in all the patterns,· but the adverb or manner does 
riot follow the linking verb "to be" in Engl.11!11 !!l'animaro Thus, the 
majority or Pattern IV. sentences are eliminated. Then because Patterti: · · 
III is restricted in usage by the nature Of the verb-restricted· t0•· 
11clill11 nand "give" type verbs-Pattern I and Pattern II are more eas~ 
extehded by Lawrance•e'complex adverb of manner i'unctiori constructions. 
Finapy-1 application o~ PJ.utcbik•s theoey revealed a concentrated repre .. 
eentation or tha emotive .states or deetru~tion and reproduction in 
passages c~ tones of pow?' .!Ind authority when a struggle for po'wer 
was present aa wastthe canplex emotion pride or ee1f-e~teem. In 
contrast, there vas concentrated representation of the einctive statee 
or exploration and protec~on in passages relating the strength or an 
extel'Zllil or internal force on an individual. l'Eisul~ in. the canplex 
emotion of anxiety, caution,. dread, cowardlineee, or distrust. Thus1 !1 
combination or the concentrated presence or phonemes and phoneme cC1111bi· 
nations which were difficult to articulate and ei~r the emoti va . states 
or destruction and reproduction or of explorati0n and protection stron81T 
o01'l'elated with passages carrying tones of power and authority in "'.J.'he 
Border Line1 " "The Primroise Path1 " and~ White Stocking," which were 
rand~ selected.as being representative of Lawrence's short story art. 
.. 
\ . 
' 
. .. . \ . . . 
Tones of po'wer and·authoricy·were also found to be strengthened by 
such word•eound and word-meaning bonds all occlll' in ·"black bllnci6d" 
and "reddish flush." 
. '' 
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Tho third ~SiS ?Ons_isted qi' applying Plutchik'S emotive 
theory to passsages carrying tones of power and authority :in tha short -
· stories of D.H. Lawrence considered !\B a random sampling ·of- his, short 
stoey art in this stuey. Th~ ~results:_ -oi': the:.~application of that theoey. 
- -
·indicate a concentrated i:-epresente.tion of particular emotive states in , 
the passages carrying tones of power and .authority in ~.H. Law'rence1s -
short stories. The type power represented is a fa,citor related to -the -
em~uive struggle for. authority bet~en two' pern~ri'ul· forc~s.'or.. 9haracters 
as there was in. the example of Whiston and hie tdie. in "The lfuita Stocking~'" 
., 
The emotive-'states destruction and reprOduotion were oonoentrated:i.n the 
passa.,o-es ca.."T.Ying tonesnof power and authority. These two emotive states 
' - ' 
contain emotipns which, when mixed, give· the oomplex- emotion pride. If 
,. 
,. 
the power represented is· in the form of external forces as in the ·super• 
natural representation of Katharine's i'iret love -in 11The Border Line" 
. . 
or of ·internal forces as Daniel Sutton's apprehension· in "Th0 PJ.'imrcise 
Path•" the passages oareying the tones·of these types or power or 
authority_ are indicated by a heavily concentrated representation of o~ 
emotions from the emotive states of ex?loration and protection. A 
miXture ·or emotions from these two emotive ·states gives the complex 
emotion of anxiety, caution, dread, co;rardlineee, or distrust. Whereas, 
'· 
\ 
Lawrence's usage of sentence pattern elements in his short stories, 
this writer concludes that Lefeiire 1s.eentance Pattern II lends itseli' 
. . ' 
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~ beet to Lawrence's 11 stacldng" o:I,' adjective function embedded elements 
and usage.of elements carrying tones of· power and authority. Blso embedded 
in· prepositional phrases functioning as adverbs of me.n~er which are 
easil,y adapted to Pattern II basic sentence frameworks. 
' The second type anal,ysis,-which concerned identifying phonemes 
carrying tones or. power and authority, revealed that Lawrence used dif· 
ficult-to-articulata phonemes in his short stories. .These powerf'ul 
phonemes include /k/,. /l/, ltfl1 IJl, /d3/-, /tral, /g/, lo/, and /au/. 
, Lawrence used hi, /El,· /t/, and other lighter, easier-to-artioulate, and, 
therefore, lees po-.mrful. in tone,.phonemee for the.major phoneme. repre-
·Bentatione in passages carr-jing little.or no tones of power and authority. 
Ih addition to phoneme choice, Lawrence used certain forceful phoneme 
COillbina1;ione such as ''white•hot,0 "death..;horror,11• and 0mongrel-looking11 
. to strengthen the tones of· power and authority. Furthemore, Lawrence 
interfered with.conversational tone articulation of sentence patterns by 
italioiz:l.ng'words that 1vould in. normal articulation receive little stress .. 
Therefore, one can conclude that.Lawrence used not o~ phoneme choice 
to indicate tones of powr and authority, but also variations. in supra-
. . 
segmental phoneme usage i.e.· stress# pitch, !\lld juncture patterns • 
. Lawrence used these various phoneme considerations in a difficulty•of• 
articulation correlation to passages carrying tones of power and authority. 
' 
·' 
"'. 
I 
J 
---
' 
/ 
/ 
/ 
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no particular pattern had an obvious acivari~e as the adverb may fill 
the fourth position in all the patterns,. but the adverb of manner does 
noti follow the 'Mn!ring verb 0 to be" in Englif!h gioammar. Thus, the 
majority of Pattern IV sentences are eliminated. Then becauee Pattern: 
III is restricted in ueaga by the nature of the verb--restric~d to· 
"call""and "give" type verbs-Pattern I and Pattern II are more ·easily 
extended by Lawrance•s complex adverb ·of manner function constructions. 
F.!napy, application of Plutcbik•s theor,y revealed a concentrated :repre-
ssntation· oi' the emotive .states of destruction and reproduction in 
passages careying tones of powe?" and authority when a struggle fol' p0wer 
.,., " 
was present all wastthe canplex emotion pride or seli'-s~teem. In 
contrast, thel'EI was co~centrated representation of the emotive states 
of explor'ation and protection in passages relating the str~ngth of an 
extemal. or internal force on an individual resulting in the canpleX 
emotion of anxiety 1 caµtion, dread, cowardlinees, or distrust. Thus, a 
combin,ation of the concentrated presence of phonemes and phoneme c0111bi· 
nations which were difficult to articulate and ei~r the emotive states 
of destl'UCtion and reproduction or of exploration and protection stro~ 
correlated with passages carcying tones of power and authol'ity in "The 
. - . . . 
Border Lina," "The Primrose Path," andnJihe White Stocking," which were 
rand~ selected as being l'BPl'Beentative of Lawrence's short stor,y art. 
'· 
:· :·~ ; . 
' 
-'. 
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